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The theme of this thesis is the automated creation, updating, and exploitation of models
using quadratic and Bayesian approaches when uncertainty modeling is feasible, and
the design of dynamical systems that use feedback principles when tractable models of
uncertainty are absent.
The ﬁrst chapter describes the 2005 Cornell RoboCup system. I led the mechanical
design team and designed local control algorithms for a system where precise traction
models were unavailable.
The second chapter presents an optimal control based model for response in a vi-
suomotor task. Its utility is in parametrization of human subject response. This work
uses optimality as a structural assumption to guide system identiﬁcation in terms of
physiologically meaningful parameters.
The third chapter demonstrates that elderly impairment in a visuomotor task is not
due to increased latency, and is consistent with optimal response to increased cortical
disorder. This uses both model-free cross-correlation analysis, and the previous optimal
control based system identiﬁcation work.
The fourth chapter describes a reduced impedance actuator designed for stroke reha-
bilitation robotics, in which precise models of patient behavior are unavailable. In this
case, we exploit basic feedback control principles to guide electromechanical design,
thereby achieving the desired impedance reduction without large size and cost.
The ﬁfth chapter presents a recursive algorithm for identiﬁcation of state- and input-dependent disturbances in repetitive tasks. We formulate a novel disturbance model
suited to Iterative Learning Control applications. We present an approach that retains
the bounded computational cost of existing methods, explicitly uses regression to re-
ject noise eects, makes explicit and exploits certain unavoidable assumptions about
autocorrelation of response in state space, and allows results to be used to improve con-
vergence along related state trajectories.
The main contributions of this dissertation are:
 An optimality-based approach to system identiﬁcation applicable to the
parametrization of visuomotor response.
 Presentation of results indicating that age-related impairment in a visuomotor task
is not due to increased latency and is consistent with optimal response to increased
cortical disorder.
 A description of the principles behind a simple reduced impedance actuator suit-
able to stroke rehabilitation robotics, with supporting clinical experience.
 A recursive algorithm for identiﬁcation and rejection of state- and input- depen-
dent disturbances applicable to Iterative Learning Control that allows for gener-
alization of learning to other trajectories. The problem formulation allows us to
make explicit and exploit certain modeling assumptions that are implicitly made
and strangely handled in existing approaches.Biographical Sketch
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xiiiPreface
Any successful application of control systems technology exploits the structure of
the problem. A key issue is to what extent the structure of the problem is captured in
a model, and to what extent feedback makes behavior insensitive to model uncertainty.
A high-gain feedback connection can eectively create an approximate inverse model
of a plant in an automated way, but the limitations of this approach are well known.
Therefore we take the approach that automated means of building system models are
valuable, either to the extent that they enable us to use feed-forward to circumvent the
causality limitations and robustness pitfalls of feedback, or to the extent that model
parameters are interesting in themselves.
Our modeling approaches are built on quadratic costs and Bayesian optimality with
probabilistic models of uncertainty. While these have been heavily exploited in the
past, perhaps discouraging further research eort, this is also evidence of their practical
advantages. We continue to ﬁnd new uses for these concepts.
The ﬁrst and fourth chapters of this thesis are about coupled hardware-controller
designs where the system dynamics are strongly aected by intractable forms of un-
certainty. Chapters two and three concern building and exploiting low-parameter-
dimension models of human behavior in a visuomotor task that assume that a human
subject is creating a model of a disturbance. Chapter ﬁve presents a means to identify
disturbances in repetitive tasks for the purpose of designing compensatory feed-forward
control inputs.
Some of this work is previously published as described in the Appendix.
xivChapter 1
Real time motion planning and control in the 2005
Cornell RoboCup System
Abstract
This paper describes the methods used by the 2005 Cornell RoboCup team to gen-
erate and execute trajectories for its holonomic omnidirectional robots. The vehicles
are described and equations of motion are presented. The estimation, motion planning,
and control methods are described in the order in which they are executed by the sys-
tem components. Alternative methods are brieﬂy described. Experimental results are
included.
1.1 Introduction
Since 1999 Cornell has competed in the RoboCup Small Size League. RoboCup is
an annual international gathering featuring robot soccer competitions aimed at fostering
research and education in robotics, autonomous systems, and artiﬁcial intelligence. In
the small size league, autonomous teams of ﬁve cantaloupe sized robots play on a 4.9
x 3.4 m ﬁeld with overhead global vision cameras. Teams are typically made up of a
mixture of graduate and undergraduate students.
1Figure 1.1: System loop. Angle velocity control assumed. 1/s denotes integration.
Virtually all teams have adopted a similar system architecture. The global vision
camera captures an image and blob analysis is used to locate the robots and ball. This
data is sent to a hub computer that makes decisions and determines trajectories. Infor-
mation on desired velocities and ball control functions is communicated via wireless
communication to the robots, who implement the motion and thus close the loop.
Cornell’s architecture builds on this by having full duplex wireless to enable ball
possession information to be shared, and by having x86 based PC104 computers on
each robot to allow decision making functions to be distributed. Fig. 1.1 should help
readers understand our system and be a helpful reference for understanding each section
of this paper.
2This paper is organized in the following way: Section 1.2 explains how our motion-
related methods and algorithms are used by the decision-making part of the system. A
detailed description of the vehicles and their dynamics is in Section 1.3. Section 1.4
describes how the current state of the system is estimated in the presence of noise, la-
tency, and vision problems. Section 1.5 is an overview of the trajectory generation
method. Section 1.6 describes how trajectories are modiﬁed in the presence of obsta-
cles. Section 1.7 presents our method of using an onboard gyro to improve trajectory
execution. Section 1.8 describes the concepts used in our onboard motor control and
their implementation. Section 1.9 brieﬂy introduces several alternatives to our methods.
Experimental results are presented in section 1.10.
1.2 Decision
The decision algorithms (also known as artiﬁcial intelligence or AI) ultimately de-
termine what sort of trajectories will be generated. At this level the following choices
are made:
 Trajectory Generation or Manual Velocities: Either set a desired ﬁnal state and
employ our trajectory generation algorithms to ﬁnd an optimal current velocity, or
directly command the current velocity.
 Obstacle Avoidance Override: Under some conditions, such as playing goalie, we
choose to tolerate collisions in trajectories.
3 AngleControlorAngularRateControl: Givetheroboteitheradesiredﬁnalangle,
or a desired current angular velocity.
The decision algorithms are not the focus of this paper; see [28]. They can be brieﬂy
described as a hierarchical state machine, with both internal states and physical states
(robot and ball positions and velocities).
1.3 Description of the Vehicles
Our system uses four-wheeled omnidirectional vehicles (Fig. 1.2). The wheels have
rollers at their edges that allow unconstrained vehicle motion in the direction of the
axle of the wheel. Each point of contact thus provides one translational constraint and
negligible rotational constraint. Three such wheels, arranged to avoid singularities, are
sucient for omnidirectional holonomic control of the vehicle, as described in [26].
Since 2003 we have added a fourth wheel to aid control when accelerations cause weight
shift that reduces friction at the wheels [27]. The equations describing this weight shift
and its eects on the acceleration performance envelope are found in [100].
4Figure 1.2: 2005 Cornell RoboCup robot.
Figure 1.3: Robot kinematics, plan view.
51.3.1 Kinematics
The kinematics of our omnidirectional drive are straightforward, and their holo-
nomic properties greatly simplify our motion panning. Variables used in this section
are deﬁned in ﬁgure 1.3. We deﬁne the global coordinate system by xg and yg. The local
frame of reference is deﬁned by xL and yL where it is assumed that the vehicle remains
in the plane and does not pitch or roll. The angle  is the yaw rotation to xL from xg,
deﬁned as positive along xg  yg, sometimes referred to as the “robot angle”. The posi-
tions of the wheels with respect to the CM in the local frame of reference are deﬁned by
the vectors ri, and unit vectors in their driven directions by si. Our convention is that the
wheels’ driven direction is negative in the direction that corresponds to positive theta
motion.
Global velocity vectors are transformed to local coordinates using the standard rota-
tion matrix:
2
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(1.1)
Given a desired velocity vector in the local robot frame (˙ xL,˙ yL,˙ L), the velocity u of any
point i on the robot in the local frame can be calculated:
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(1.2)
For control purposes we are interested in the scalar wheel velocities wi obtained with
6the transformation T .
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(1.3)
1.3.2 State Space Model
The linear time invariant MIMO state space system model for the robot with a six
element state vector is given here, where ˙ z = Az+ Buu+ Bww;y = Cz+ Du, input motor
voltages are u, and disturbance forces and torques are w.
z = (xL;yL;; ˙ xL; ˙ yL; ˙ ) (1.4)
A =
2
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(1.5)
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C =
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(1.8)
D = 0 (1.9)
where  can be used in A to avoid unobservable modes (due to the absence of an onboard
absolute position reference) during estimator design, N is the gear ratio between the
motors and wheels, dw is the wheel diameter, CPR is the encoder counts per revolution,
7ts is sample time, and
M
 1 = diag(1=Me,x 1=Me,y 1=Me;) (1.10)
Cemf =
4N2
dw

(1.11)
Memf = CemfT
T
 T  (1.12)
Ktv =
2N
dw

(1.13)
where  is the back-EMF induced loss of torque per velocity, and the torque constant at
stall is . Eective masses Mef f;q are described in section 1.8. Process noise covariance
must in this case account for disturbance torques and forces associated with drag and
slipping wheels. This full vehicle model is included for completeness even though SISO
loops are used in practice.
1.4 Translational State Estimation or Prediction
The principal state estimation problem in the 2005 system consists of taking camera
measurements with a variable latency, at a variable rate, and constructing an estimate
of the state of the game at the time when commands based on this data will reach the
robot. It is customary at Cornell to think of oneself as doing calculations at the instant
of frame grabbing, and so the problem is referred to as ‘prediction.’ These calculations
are actually being done about halfway through the total latency, after the vision data is
transferred and processed, and before the wireless packet is transmitted. This does not
aect the calculations. We have no direct measure of latency during normal operation.
Its value is determined o line using an LED visible to the camera so that there is no
indeterminate return path latency to estimate.
8There are three ﬂavors of this problem: estimation of the ball state, opponent state,
and teammate state. The rotational degree of freedom of the ball and opponents is
neglected, and that of the teammates is handled by a separate method described in sec-
tion 1.7 due to the availability of reliable low-latency onboard gyro data.
1.4.1 Conceptual basis
The ball state estimator consists of two Kalman ﬁlters, fast and slow. When their
velocity estimates agree within a threshold, the slow ﬁlter is used. The slow ﬁlters’
advantage is rejection of high frequency noise. The fast ﬁlter is used when the threshold
is exceeded. This is most important when the ball is kicked, or a lost ball is found again.
The teammate state estimator consists of two sequential ﬁlters in order to make use
of our knowledge of the commands that have been issued since the vision frame was
captured. A Kalman ﬁlter is ﬁrst applied to the vision data to generate an estimate of
the robot state at the time of the most recent frame. This ﬁlter makes use of neither
the dynamics of the robots nor their past commands but rather assumes that the robot
is a mass driven by white noise force disturbances. Following this ﬁlter, the latency is
compensated for by assuming that the velocity commands that had been issued were
followed. This is in the spirit of a Smith Predictor [116]. There is a further correction
where the phase lag in the reference tracking of the robot is represented as additional
latency (see section 1.8).
9The opponent state estimator is the same as the teammate state estimator except that
it is assumed that the velocity estimate from the ﬁrst ﬁlter is the commanded velocity
for all subsequent frames.
1.4.2 Complications
Non-ideal vision behavior is the source of most of the complexity of our approach.
Variable vision frame rate is due to lack of sucient computational power. Speciﬁcally,
when a sought entity (typically the ball) is not being found by vision when it looks where
the entity was last found, the algorithms require accessing the stored image of the entire
ﬁeld. On our system this brings the frame rate down from 60 Hz to as low as 30 Hz.
We therefore re-discretize the ﬁlters for each new reading. This variable delay directly
alters the total latency that must be compensated for. This is handled by putting time
stamps on vision data. During implementation we found inaccuracies in our time stamp
data that we were not able to eliminate.
There is also a delay associated with the execution time of the high level decision
and control, especially obstacle avoidance. This is a ‘chicken and egg’ problem, where
the state estimate is required to begin the decision and control, but where the decision
and control execution time alters the latency and therefore the correct state estimate. We
neglect this small variance.
10If vision fails to ﬁnd objects within a time limit, the object is marked ‘lost’ in the
vision data. For a small number of frames this is dealt with as a simple case of increased
latency. For a larger number of frames, dierent hand tuned logic is used depending on
the lost object. Lost teammate robots are commanded to execute a slow arcing motion
designed to exit any regions of poor vision performance.
1.4.3 Ball occlusion logic
Ball state estimation is complicated by the fact that the ball can be completely hidden
or ‘occluded’ during normal game play for an arbitrary duration due to the geometry of
the overhead cameras and tall robots. This is dealt with in two ways. If the IR sensor on
the front of our robots is broken, possession is assigned, and the ﬁlters are overridden to
locate the ball at that robot. Alternately, if the ball is not found and there are no broken
IR sensors, we simultaneously assign two locations for the ball, attached to teammate
and opponent robots near the last found ball, and functions use whichever is appropriate
depending on whether they are focused on oensive or defensive behavior.
1.5 Trajectory Generation
Our system generates trajectories using a near optimal bang-bang method described
in [100]. At each AI frame, trajectories are recomputed based on the current state es-
11timate. Our application requires real-time calculation for a potentially large number of
trajectories for use by obstacle avoidance. The method excels by having bounded and
low execution times approximately four orders of magnitude shorter than the full nonlin-
ear optimal method as implemented in RIOTS in MATLAB, while yielding trajectories
with more than 85% of execution times being less than 18% suboptimal.
1.5.1 Simpliﬁcation of Dynamics
Our vehicles have sucient torque that it is a satisfactory assumption that their ac-
celeration is limited by either friction or maximum motor speed for all trajectories that
can be achieved within the space of our ﬁeld. Any desired acceleration can be thought
of as a vector in <3, (¨ xL,¨ yL,¨ L). Following [100] we assume Coulomb friction and ne-
glect the dynamic eects involving tipping of the vehicle on a compliant surface due to
jerk, but retain quasi-static weight shift due to acceleration. More sophisticated friction
models as described in [91] would require a more complicated algorithm. By assuming
Coulomb friction the achievable acceleration in the three dimensional acceleration space
is made invariant with respect to the state of the vehicle subject to the constraint
v(t) =
p
˙ x2(t) + ˙ y2(t)  vmax 8t (1.14)
This constraint results from the loss of motor torque at high speed with ﬁxed voltage.
The selection of the constant vmax is left for the end of this subsection.
Under these assumptions and the constraint of Eq. 1.14 the acceleration constraint
12Figure 1.4: Analytical performance envelope.
Figure 1.5: Simpliﬁed performance envelope.
13can be expressed as a constant bounding surface about the origin in the three dimen-
sional acceleration space as shown in Fig. 1.4 from [100]. Asymmetries result from
weight shift interacting with wheel location and angle. Simpliﬁcations are required to
yield a fast algorithm, as the boundary is nonlinear. Geometrically speaking,simpler
surfaces within the original bounding surface are found. First it is convenient to make
the bounding surface rotationally symmetric using the constraint
p
¨ x2(t) + ¨ y2(t)  amax 8t (1.15)
Next it is convenient to make the bounding surface invariant with respect to ¨ L, which
causes negligible loss of performance due to the small control eorts required for the ¨ L
desired in our application. The resulting surface is shown in Fig. 1.5. If bang-bang is
used in  as well, the operating space would be visualized as three thin stacked discs.
Similar simpliﬁcations are required for allowable velocities. The maximum veloc-
ity vmax in Eq. 1.14 for which the assumption of friction limited acceleration holds is
a function of the direction of travel due to kinematics and motor properties, but it is
expedient and reasonable to set the constraint as a constant rather than as a function of
all velocities and accelerations. This simpliﬁcation is analogous to the one that yielded
Eq. 1.15. In this case the bound is the set of velocities for which the resulting motor
speed does not decrease torque suciently to violate the assumption of friction limited
acceleration. In practice vmax not derived analytically, but is tuned on the real system.
Ref. [122] describes a similar method for bang-bang control of a vehicle with con-
straints due to motor back-EMF rather than friction.
141.5.2 Application of bang-bang control
Having completely decoupled the  control problem we seek minimum time trajec-
tories from given initial conditions to a ﬁnal state, typically with zero ﬁnal velocity, in
minimal time. At any time in an optimal single-DOF bang-bang trajectory the vehicle
is either accelerating at its limit, or cruising at vmax with no acceleration, or stopped. In
our case, we obtain two-DOF bang-bang trajectories with a binary search in the follow-
ing way: First we generate decoupled x and y bang-bang trajectories with distinct tf;x,
tf;y, with each using half of the total control eort. Second, we synchronize the solu-
tion by adjusting the maximum allowed control eort and velocity for both DOFs via a
parameter  2 (0;=2):
¨ xmax = amax cos; ¨ ymax = amax sin (1.16)
˙ xmax = vmax cos; ˙ ymax = vmax sin (1.17)
Equations(1.16)and(1.17)satisfytheconstraints(1.14)and(1.15). Theexecutiontimes
tf;x and tf;y are continuous and monotonic functions of  (for a formal proof, see [100]),
therefore it is possible to use a binary search algorithm to ﬁnd an  which renders the
dierence between tf;x and tf;y arbitrarily small. In this manner the feasible near-optimal
two-DOF trajectory is found.
During deceleration this algorithm is sensitive to any initial failure to follow the
desired deceleration. This results in overshoot that will not be overcome unless decel-
eration is in excess of that used to calculate the distance at which deceleration was to
begin. During deceleration we therefore calculate the required deceleration using known
distance to target and current velocity, yielding ¨ q =sign(D)v2=2D.
151.6 Obstacle Avoidance
It is essential for motion planning to include obstacle avoidance because of the need
to inﬁltrate defenses and because the RoboCup rules penalize collisions between robots.
There is an enormous and growing literature on obstacle avoidance. A 1991 book with
informationthesubjectis [64]. Theconstraintsof ourapplicationdictatethat themethod
must work in a very dynamic environment, and must return a result in  1 ms so that
it can be executed for all robots by the central computer. We also require that it be
compatible with our trajectory generation algorithm. These requirements lead us to a
very simple method.
Any desired motion is classiﬁed by the decision algorithms as requiring obstacle
avoidance or not. If obstacle avoidance is desired, the decision algorithm calls a func-
tion that seeks an obstacle free path to the current desired location at each frame. This
function calculates a trajectory as described in section 1.5 and steps through each point
seeking collisions with the predicted locations of teammates and opponents. The fu-
ture position of the objects is found by propagating current state estimates assuming no
change in velocity. If a collision is detected, the desired ﬁnal position is altered until
either the function can return an obstacle free path, or it returns a failure value. The al-
ternate ﬁnal locations are determined by constructing a line perpendicular that between
the robot and its destination, and picking increasingly distant points from alternating
sides. Fig. 1.6 depicts this process, but for the sake of clarity does not attempt to depict
the fact that the obstacle may be in dierent locations depending on how far along the
trajectory the collision occurs. The routine terminates in failure if this does not generate
16an obstacle free path in a certain number of iterations. The alteration of the desired ﬁnal
location is tolerable due to the fact that old trajectory solutions are not retained, and
so the collision free path is recomputed at every frame until the ‘corner is turned’ and
alterations are no longer required.
Figure 1.6: Simpliﬁed Obstacle Avoidance Diagram.
171.7 Rotational Estimation and Control
The rotational degree of freedom of teammate robots is estimated and controlled in
dierent way from the translational. Estimation is dierent because of the availability of
low-latency gyro data on board the robots. Control is dierent because of greater control
authority due to the relatively low apparent mass seen by the motors during rotation,
as well as the availability of superior estimates. Similar methods could be applied to
the translational state estimation described in section 1.4 if one found analogous local
translation sensors. We have not found them; in our experience, accelerometers cause
problems due to unsensed tilt coupling in gravity, mouse-type sensors currently lack the
required speed, and the motor rotation sensors are unreliable for estimates of the robot
state due to slip during the aggressive maneuvers that motivate the problem.
1.7.1 Rotational Estimation
The accuracy of the rotational state estimate is crucial for robot control due to the
appearance of the rotation angle  in eqn. (1). By transmitting global velocities (˙ xg,˙ yg)
to the robot and using in the global to local transformation an estimate ˆ  that makes use
of onboard data, reference tracking is improved compared to past systems.
The ˆ  estimation is broken into three components: primary, catchup, and keepup.
18When each wireless packet is received (at 30 to 60 Hz if none are dropped), a primary
estimator yields ˆ v at the time of vision frame capture, and a catchup estimator marches
that forward in time to compensate for latency, yielding ˆ c. The primary estimator is a
simple feedthrough of raw vision data when it is available, because of the low noise in
this measurement. The catchup estimator uses a circular gyro history buer, integrating
as many gyro readings as called for by a static latency estimate. At each local control
frame (a consistent 300 Hz, see section 1.8) the most recent gyro data is marched for-
ward with a keepup function to yield the ˆ  used by the rotational control and by the
global to local transformation.
Ifapacketisreceivedinwhichtherobotislost, thelastknownvisiondataismarched
forward in time using the gyro history to keep ˆ v current. For a large number of lost
frames the entire rotational control algorithm is disabled.
1.7.2 Rotational Control
The decision algorithms can specify either a desired angle or velocity. Typically the
desired angle is speciﬁed, but when maneuvering with the ball, it is useful to command
velocities.
Desired velocities are handled by simply feeding them through to the local control
algorithm. The angular rate error sensed by the gyro during any local control frame is
19corrected by simply subtracting it from the commanded angular rate of the next frame.
Desired angles are handled by a bang-dead-bang method similar to that used in tra-
jectory generation. For a given angular error and angular velocity, it is determined
whether the robot should be accelerating or decelerating. To avoid deviating into a state
from which the bang-bang acceleration can not drive the angle monotonically to the de-
sired, a safety factor is introduced into the decision that causes suboptimal premature
deceleration. This is done by using a nominal bang-bang acceleration ¨ bb less than what
the robot is actually capable of. Notice that deceleration is at whatever rate is necessary
to drive the angular rate to zero at zero angular error, as in translational trajectory gener-
ation. This means that we generally decelerate with a deceleration greater than ¨ bb. To
avoid jitter due to sensor noise, a dead zone is introduced. A function ‘NormalizeAn-
gle’ that normalizes angular errors into the range ( ;) is used. Pseudocode for the
bang-dead-bang rotation control follows.
1. err = NormalizeAngle(ˆ    des)
2. ¨ req =
(ˆ ˙ )2
2err
3. if (j¨ reqj > ¨ bb)
¨ des =sign(err)¨ req (case: decel.)
else
¨ des =  sign(err)¨ bb (case: acc.)
204. if(jerrj > deadZone)
˙ des = ˙ des + ts¨ des
else
˙ des = 0
The acceleration is applied relative to the previous commanded velocity. When there
is a transition from desired velocity control to desired angle control, the current gyro
reading establishes the velocity from which the algorithm proceeds.
A limiting velocity is set to 8 rad/s to avoid the maximum gyro reading of 10 rad/s,
and the limiting acceleration is set to 15 rad/s/s as a compromise between speed and
jerk, which harms ball control.
1.8 Local Control
Local control is our name for the algorithms that attempt to execute the motions
dictated by trajectory generation and rotational control. Its basic components are SISO
PI loops on each wheel (Fig. 1.7) that track the references wdes generated by the kine-
matic calculations from section 1.3. The loops execute at 300 Hz on the PC104. At
each step k, we convert encoder signals to velocity and ﬁlter using a ﬁrst order low pass
ﬁlter parameter  , compute velocity error, and update integrated velocity error with a
21low frequency rollo time constant 
wraw;i;k =
dw
tsCPR
countsk (1.18)
wfilt;i;k =  wfilt;i;k 1 + (1    )wraw;i;k (1.19)
werr;i;k = wfilt;i;k   wdes;i;k (1.20)
werrInt;i;k = (1   ts)werrInt;i;k + werr;i;kts (1.21)
Integrated velocity error is capped at that corresponding to maximum available torque
given the control gains. We calculate desired torques i;k
i;k = Kpwerr;i;k + KiwerrInt;i;k (1.22)
Torques are converted into motor voltages using the motor properties from the man-
ufacturer, wheel velocity data, and continuously monitored battery voltage Vcc. The
back-EMF induced loss of torque per velocity is , and the torque constant at stall is .
The desired voltage Vi;k is then
Vi;k =
i
Vcck   wfilt;i;k
(1.23)
We pulse width modulate (PWM) by grounding one phase and alternately connecting
the appropriate other phase to Vcc and ground. PWM is done at 20 kHz to allow RLC
ﬁltering of the pulses in the motors to result in an average voltage at motor i of Vi;k, and
for inaudibility to humans.
1.8.1 Reference Tracking Performance
Reference tracking performance is limited by process noise in the form of slip, and
limited bandwidth. The robots have suciently powerful motors and high center of
22Figure 1.7: SISO loop on each wheel
massthatweighttransfereectsasdescribedin[100]limitaccelerationbycausingsome
wheels to slip. Slip invalidates the kinematic transformation T  in Eq. 1.3, and typically
the robot both fails to follow the translational reference and rotates erratically if no
correction is taken. Rotational control superposes corrective desired rotational velocities
on the SISO loops to counteract this eect. The translational eects of skidding are not
corrected locally, but only through trajectory generation.
1.8.2 Controller bandwidth
The wheels’ SISO bandwidth is limited by ringing of the wheels at high gain due to
low encoder resolution. This is most apparent when the robot is on the carpeted playing
surface, where small wheel motions are only weakly coupled to the robot through the
compliance and backlash in the carpet, wheel mechanism, and gear mesh.
The eective MIMO bandwidth of the SISO PI controllers can be computed if we
23assume ideal kinematics in pure x;y; or  motion and neglect integrator leakage. First,
the contribution of each of n loops to stiness and damping in each direction is given by
Kx =
n X
i=1
Kijcos(i)j (1.24)
Ky =
n X
i=1
Kijsin(i)j (1.25)
K =
n X
i=1
Kijrijcos( i) (1.26)
Bx =
n X
i=1
Kpjcos(i)j (1.27)
By =
n X
i=1
Kpjsin(i)j (1.28)
B =
n X
i=1
Kpjrijcos( i) (1.29)
The only external force on the robot is drag. Drag is actually strongly nonlinear with
a static component, complicating tuning and necessitating feedforward control as de-
scribed in the next subsection. For this linear analysis physical damping C is assumed
to be viscous, and the equation of motion and transfer function in each DOF q are
Meq¨ q = Fq =  Bq(˙ q   ˙ qdes)  Cq˙ q   Kq(q   qdes) (1.30)
Q=Qdes =
Bq
Meqs +
Kq
Meq
s2 +
Bq+Cq
Meq s +
Kq
Meq
(1.31)
where Meq is an eective mass resulting from both the robot body M and the moment of
inertia of the motors Jm as ampliﬁed by the gear ratio N. The robot body contribution is
simply mass for x;y and robot moment of inertia for .
Meq;x = M +
n X
i=1
2N2Jmotor
dw
jcos(i)j (1.32)
Meq;y = M +
n X
i=1
2N2Jmotor
dw
jsin(i)j (1.33)
Jeq; = Jrobot +
n X
i=1
2N2Jmotor
dw
jrij (1.34)
24This analysis predicts a bandwidth of 47 rad/s. Experimental results for this are in
section 1.10.
The major impact of limited bandwidth on the system is apparent ‘mechanical la-
tency’ that is actually the phase lag of the eective MIMO loop. Mechanical la-
tency in rotation is negligible, but it is signiﬁcant in translation. For convenience, the
state estimators described in section 1.4 treat these as a pure delays added to the vi-
sion/hub/wireless delay.
1.8.3 Feedforward
Feedforward is used to improve reference tracking by compensating for unmodeled
translational friction. The torque required to move the robot at a steady rate can be ide-
alized as having a static friction component, a viscous friction component, and residual
unmodeled components. The component analogous to viscous friction appears in the
closed loop transfer function and provides damping, so we do not attempt to cancel it.
The static component is not as benign, and leads to a ‘lurching’ behavior at low ve-
locities as the integral error must ‘wind up’ to provide the required starting torque. To
alleviate this we add a corrective torque at each wheel. The coecient Ks is a hand
tuned parameter.
sFF;i =
Ks
˙ x2
L + ˙ y2
L
(˙ xLcos(i) + ˙ yLsin(i)) (1.35)
25Acceleration feedforward was tried to improve transient performance but resulted in
high frequency robot motions that tended to cause the ball to lose contact with the robot.
1.9 Alternatives
Various alternative methods have been demonstrated in RoboCup or proposed in the
literature.
1.9.1 Trajectory Generation
The most unique feature of our system is its dynamics based trajectory generation
algorithm. Alternative path planning methods for omnidirectional vehicles described
in [35] and [68] utilize combinations of simple shapes to produce dynamically feasible
trajectories.
Rather than recomputing trajectories at every control frame, one could retain trajec-
tories until either their destinations must change, or a collision is detected, as in [134].
The state-based method presented here is optimal for reasons found in [100]. The re-
tained trajectories also represent an augmentation to the internal state of the system,
complicating the architecture.
261.9.2 Neural networks applied to state estimation
The FU-Berlin team uses a neural network based nonlinear Smith Predictor for state
estimation of its own robots as described in [39]. Its nonlinear elements improve system
performance in the presence of slip. This is shown to result in lower typical errors than
their linear predictor. No a priori knowledge of robot dynamics is used, and the system
coecients are learned by back-propagation.
1.9.3 MIMO approach to local control
Giventhatthe robotasa wholeisaMIMO system, andthat optimalMIMOcontrol is
well understood, it is worth investigating. Linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) controllers
were synthesized using process noise estimates and performance criteria. The glaring
omission in this MIMO compensator is slip. When we implemented MIMO methods,
we observed that the front wheels slipped at very low accelerations. The SISO approach
implicitly does a form of traction control by allocating torque to wheels that are not
slipping.
Addingfourstatestodescribewheelvelocitiesandcouplingthetorqueinputthrough
the wheel states to the robot is attractive. Clearly the SISO approach is possible within
this model if the wheel velocities are the sole performance measure. For improvements
27over SISO to be made, this coupling must be modelled well. Ultimately we decided to
retain SISO loops for their combination of traction control, simplicity, and robustness.
1.9.4 Distributed behavior primitives
We observed at the competition that opponents had provided for sending instructions
to their robots to carry out a behavior that required several decision frames to execute,
essentially distributing decision making authority to the robot to circumvent game state
knowledge latency. For example, the robot could be issued an instruction to turn to a
certain angle and then shoot. In our system we must enable the kick manually, and so
must either wait for the central hub computer to verify that the robot has turned to the
proper angle, or must anticipate the behavior and enable the kicker without veriﬁcation
that the rotation is complete. Clearly in this case it is desirable to distribute behavior,
and we already have an onboard rotational estimate appropriate for this. Whether any
given decision or behavior should be distributed is an interesting question, and one that
grows richer as the sensor environment and communication constraints become more
complex.
281.10 Experiments
The hardware experiments presented here demonstrate the performance of the com-
plete system and the performance of the local control loops.
1.10.1 Complete System Loop
Figures1.8and1.9showhowtheactualvelocityhistoryduringastraightlinemotion
with no rotation varies from that computed at the beginning of the motion. Recall that
trajectories are recomputed in real time based on current state, so that there is no attempt
to ‘track’ the nominal trajectory calculated at the beginning. Velocity data is simply
dierentiated position data with smoothing, which is noisier than the estimated velocity
but excludes dynamic eects from the Kalman ﬁlter. There are two cases, one with low
accelerations and velocities that corresponds to very low slip, and the other with the high
accelerations and velocities that we use in competition.
The crucial non-ideal behaviors are visible in the more aggressive case of Fig. 1.9.
We are willing to tolerate non-ideal behavior in exchange for speed in the competitive
RoboCup environment. The robot is only intermittently able to sustain the full accel-
eration, though it is capable of deceleration at greater than the speciﬁed acceleration.
This is because during the deceleration the robot actually tips until only two wheels and
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Figure 1.8: Velocity history for an easy trajectory.
a nylon skid touch the ﬁeld, and in that case the skid’s friction is helpful rather than a
hindrance. Acceleration also seems to be a function of velocity; the reduction in accel-
eration apparent at v  1.5 m/s is not a result of controller dynamics. Also, the robot
fails to sustain full speed. This is probably due to slip, given the presence of integral
control. The integral leak time constant of 5 seconds is too slow to explain this eect.
The overshoot can also be traced to slip; slip invalidates the assumption in translational
state estimation that commands are executed, so that the calculated trajectories assume
the robot is farther from the stopping point than it actually is.
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Figure 1.9: Velocity history for a dicult trajectory.
Angular tracking during both trajectories is shown in Fig. 1.10. Angular tracking
is very good during the slow trajectory, but becomes poor during skidding, especially
when wheels lift o the ground during deceleration.
Figure 1.11 is a position history plot generated by commanding the robot to move in
a square 1.5 meters on a side, using both slow and fast trajectory parameters as before.
The reason for the erratic performance is that robot executes a half rotation on each leg.
The robot always starts facing -x and ﬁnishes facing +x. This is challenging because
the robot is rotating at high speed while translating at high speed. The global to local
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coordinate transformation is based on the rotational estimate, so that at high speed, small
angular position estimate errors create large lateral deviations. Due to our state-based
trajectory methods, the reader is again cautioned against interpreting the experiment as
an attempt to track a box reference path. Severe wheel slip is observed during the fast
trajectories but not reﬂected in the ﬁgure except in resulting position history deviations.
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1.10.2 Local Control
Figure 1.12 shows the amplitude gain of the local control loop in reference tracking
in translation. The reference signal generated consisted of sinusoidal motions with peak
amplitudes of 5 m/s2. The experimental translational bandwidth of 25 rad/s is signiﬁ-
cantly lower than the bandwidth of 47 rad/s implied by summing the eects of the SISO
loops. Because this acceleration does cause slip, we could hypothesize that the two un-
weighted wheels are slipping and thus do not contribute to the transfer function. This
analytical correction results in 27.5 rad/s. Another issue with the data is the absence of
33the resonant peak predicted by analysis, even with a static feedforward correction. In-
creasing the viscous friction Cq can correct for this, but the number used in the analysis
can be veriﬁed in isolation by pulling the robot with a scale. This suggests the existence
of an unmodeled dissipative process, possibly in the drive train.
The 25 rad/s experimental bandwidth agrees with the mechanical latency parameter
that works well in our system, which corresponds to a 32 ms delay. The small dead time
approximation
e
 Ts =
1
Ts + 1
(1.36)
from [89] suggests that our compensation is appropriate to a system with a bandwidth
of 1=T = 31 rad/s. Another way to say this is that if we had set our mechanical latency
parameter based on transfer function data rather than hand tuning, we would have ob-
tained the same result. Better agreement is impossible given that mechanical latency is
only adjusted in 16 ms (1 frame) increments.
1.10.3 Obstacle Avoidance
The motivating case of a dynamic environment can not be conveyed here. We can
only say that we were never penalized for collisions in our seven games at the competi-
tion.
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1.11 Conclusion
The complete set of algorithms used by the 2005 Cornell RoboCup team is pre-
sented. The feasibility and quality of the algorithms is demonstrated by both competitive
experience and experiment.
Future work includes automated parameter tuning in both the decision algorithms
and the control algorithms. We are also interested in allowing human supervision of the
35decision algorithms. We do not intend to compete in RoboCup competitions in the near
future in order to focus on these goals.
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36Chapter 2
Visuomotor optimality and its utility in parametrization
of response
Abstract:
We present a method of characterizing visuomotor response by inferring subject-
speciﬁc physiologically meaningful parameters within the framework of optimal con-
trol theory. The characterization of visuomotor response is of interest in the assessment
of impairment and rehabilitation, the analysis of man-machine systems, and sensorimo-
tor research. We model visuomotor response as a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
controller, a Bayesian optimal state estimator in series with a linear quadratic regula-
tor. Subjects used a modiﬁed computer mouse to attempt to keep a displayed cursor
at a ﬁxed desired location despite a Gaussian random disturbance and simple cursor
dynamics. Nearly all subjects’ behavior was consistent with the hypothesized optimal-
ity. Experimental data was used to ﬁt an LQG model whose assumptions are simple
and consistent with other sensorimotor work. The parametrization is parsimonious and
yields quantities of clear physiological meaning: noise intensity, level of exertion, delay,
and noise bandwidth. Signiﬁcant variations in response were observed, consistent with
signal-dependent noise and changes in exerted eort. This is a novel example of the role
of optimal control theory in explaining variance in human visuomotor response. We also
present technical improvements on the use of LQG in human operator modeling.
372.1 Introduction
We seek a parametric model of human visuomotor response in a simple feedback
task. Models of visuomotor behavior are of value in the assessment of neuromuscular
health during rehabilitation, in human operator modeling, and in sensorimotor research.
In our experiment subjects used a modiﬁed computer mouse to attempt to keep a dis-
played cursor at a ﬁxed desired location despite a Gaussian random disturbance and
simple cursor dynamics. We parametrized response in terms of physiologically mean-
ingful quantities by ﬁtting a subject speciﬁc optimal control model. Our parametrization
is parsimonious and rests on accepted priors and assumptions. We demonstrate that opti-
mality is invariant across nearly all subjects despite variance in the criteria of optimality.
Themethodsofthispaperareautomatedandsubject-speciﬁc, andthuspotentiallyuseful
in clinical evaluation of neuromuscular health.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2.1 provides background on theory and
pastwork. ThehypothesizedmodelisgiveninSec.2.2. Experimental, spectral, anddata
ﬁtting methods follow in Sec. 2.3. Results and analysis are in Sec. 2.4, and discussion
in Sec. 2.5.
38Figure 2.1: Generalized Feedback Model. The plant P has control input v, mea-
surement output y, disturbance input w, and performance output z. It
is controlled by K.
2.1.1 Assumptions, control theory background, and past work
The key hypothetical assumptions are quadratic optimality and Gaussian endoge-
nous noise. Optimality as an organizing principle for descriptions of animal behavior
has proven useful and robust [123, 3]. Gaussian noise is a standard assumption with ex-
perimental justiﬁcation [21]. The utility of quadratic cost models has been demonstrated
in related sensorimotor contexts [56].
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control is well known and widely used. We omit
details not relevant here (see textbooks, e.g. [115]) and adapt notation. Given the fol-
lowing conditions:
1. a linear system P to be controlled as shown in Fig. 2.1, with a control input v, dis-
turbanceinput w, measurementoutput y, and performancemeasure z(allgenerally
vectors),
392. the objective of minimizing a quadratic form of the expected performance,
E(z(t)Tz(t)) (in a simple scalar case this is often E(y2(t) + v2(t)) with constant
 being a design choice),
3. stationary white Gaussian disturbances w,
then the optimal control v is given by the LQG feedback controller K. The LQG con-
troller is the series combination of a Kalman ﬁlter (a Bayesian optimal estimator of the
state of the system, see [115]) and a Linear Quadratic Regulator that sets v to be a lin-
ear function of the estimated state. An LQG controller operating at steady state is a
linear time invariant (LTI) system. The Fourier transforms of input and output data of
an LTI system are related in relatively simple ways to the system parameters (Sec. 2.3),
allowing for system identiﬁcation.
Relevant past work for the purposes of this study is in both the sensorimotor and
early controls literature. Optimality and Bayesian estimation in sensorimotor response
are the subject of much recent work [56, 57, 123, 135]. Todorov’s 2004 survey of senso-
rimotor optimality [123] was exhaustive up to that date and in particular includes LQG
applications [43, 62]. Past sensorimotor work has focused on invariant features of senso-
rimotorresponseratherthandevelopmentofsubjectspeciﬁcmodels, andonfunctionally
relevant tasks rather than tasks design to elicit LTI response well suited to analysis. We
are also interested in existing tests of neuromuscular health and skill, in particular those
involving upper extremities. Among these, the Fugl-Meyer [38], the MAS Motor As-
sessment Scale [19], and the DASH [46] tests are prominent. Thirteen scales measuring
upper body function are compared in [46]. In the ﬁeld of control engineering, through
40the 1950s and 1960s a large body of work was produced on the behavior of pilots as sur-
veyed in [81]. The most relevant work from this ﬁeld is [53, 54], clariﬁed by [31], which
proposes an LQG model of pilot response. This is similar to the current paper in that
human behavior was compared to that of a controller design based on LQG. However,
the approach of [53, 54], and [31] is suboptimal in that endogenous noise autocorrela-
tion is neglected during control synthesis. In addition, this paper describes a method to
automatically ﬁt data using subject-speciﬁc parameters, rather than presenting a single
controller and noting that it resembles the aggregate behavior of three trained pilots.
2.2 Hypothesized model
In this section we propose the model of the complete experimental feedback loop
shown in Fig. 2.2 and describe its components. The plant P of Fig. 2.1 (the system to be
controlled) and its inputs and outputs are decomposed as shown.
We ﬁrst partition the white disturbance vector w into an exogenous disturbance ,
visionnoisen, andendogenousnoise. Theexogenousdisturbanceisaﬁxedsequence
applied during the experiment. The vision noise intensity S nn was set to yield noise with
a standard deviation of a pixel width, as all subjects demonstrated an ability to read text
small enough that visual acuity was not relevant. This intensity is suciently small that
resultsareessentiallyinsensitivetothisvalue. Endogenousnoiseintensity S mm istreated
as a subject-speciﬁc parameter to be inferred. Ultimately endogenous noise represents
all output not ﬁt by the model. The noises are modeled as additive, but there is evidence
41Figure 2.2: Detailed view of the model described in Sec. 2.2.
that endogenous noise is multiplicative, that is, its amplitude scales with the magnitude
of the corrupted signal [41, 109]. It is shown in [52] that optimal stationary control in
the presence of multiplicative noise results in an alteration to the control cost, and we
neglect non-stationary eects.
Two of the subsystems within the plant P are ﬁxed by the experimental design, the
plant G and disturbance dynamics Gd. The plant G discussed in this paper is a single
integrator
˙ e(t) = u(t) + d(t) (2.1)
The disturbance ﬁlter Gd is a ﬁrst order ﬁlter at 0:3 rad/sec. Limited disturbance band-
width is necessary in order to make the task possible and this ﬁlter was chosen to yield
reasonable diculty and to allow direct comparison with [53]. The transfer functions
42for the subsystems of P ﬁxed by the experiment are
G = 1=s; Gd = 0:3=(s + 0:3) (2.2)
Three subsystems of P model processes within the subject, and so must include as-
sumed or inferred parameters. We have a endogenous noise ﬁlter Gm that shapes the
spectrum of the endogenous noise, G implementing a lumped delay, and Gzu imple-
menting dierentiation of the control input for inclusion in z. There is no ﬁlter on vision
noise n because is hypothesized to be white within the frequency range of interest. The
endogenous noise ﬁlter can be thought of as a musculoskeletal ﬁlter on a white noise dis-
turbance. Pilot modeling studies typically represented musculoskeletal dynamics with
ﬁrst order lags at approximately 12 rad/s [53, 82], but second order actuator dynamics
at approximately 17 rad/s are more consistent with results in [34, 85]. We used a second
order Butterworth ﬁlter whose adjustable cuto frequency in rad/s is denoted !m. This
approach yields the transfer function
Gm = !2
m=(s2 + !m
p
2s + !2
m) (2.3)
Delays of all sources are lumped into a single delay G at the vision output without loss
of generality. Delay cannot be modeled by a ﬁnite dimensional linear system. In order to
avoid an intractable synthesis problem or an unnecessarily complicated two-stage state
estimator, we approximate the delay with the well known Pad´ e approximation [128].
For a typical 200 ms delay a fourth order approximation is accurate to < 1 degree of
phase error at 20 rad/s. The value of the delay is a free parameter. The transfer function
for a given delay  is obtained with the standard formula [128]
G =
1680 840s+180(s)2 20(s)3+(s)4
1680+840s+180(s)2+20(s)3+(s)4  e s (2.4)
43The performance vector z includes the error e and an approximation to ˙ u, the weighted
derivative of the control signal u.
z = [e; Gzuu]  [e; ˙ u] (2.5)
Dierentiation across the frequency range of interest is accomplished by Gzu. The value
of the control weighting scalar  is a free parameter. The constants in the following
transfer function set the frequency range over which the dierentiation is accomplished
to be 0:01 to 100 rad/s, a sucient range that results are completely insensitive to
changes in these constants. These constants are required to avoid technical problems
during LQG synthesis.
Gzu = s+0:01
0:01s+1 (2.6)
Our approach avoids modeling the nonlinearities and internal feedback loops in
the human by using the assumptions of Sec. 2.1.1 to infer that the optimally per-
forming central nervous system (CNS) should emit signals that cause the uniﬁed
CNS/musculoskeletal system to have LTI input/output characteristics when controlling
a linear plant.
In summary, our assumptions are: Gaussian disturbances with reasonable spectra,
the existence of delay, and a control strategy based on minimizing a weighted sum of
squared tracking error e and squared velocity at the hand ˙ u. Model subsystems and dis-
turbances are ﬁxed except for the endogenous noise intensity, the control cost weighting
scalar, the delay, and the cuto frequency of the endogenous noise spectrum, compactly
44written as
 := [S mm; ; ; !m] (2.7)
These are the parameters we used to characterize the subjects. This approach restricts
us to a four dimensional subset of all LQG-optimal controllers, which would otherwise
encompass all stabilizing controllers. The necessity of each parameter can be shown by
ﬁxing each in turn, and observing poor data ﬁts and illogical inferred parameters.
2.3 Methods
In this section we describe the experimental procedure and apparatus, the methods
used to obtain spectral data, and the methods used to ﬁt models to the experimental
spectral data.
2.3.1 Experimental method
Subjects used a computer mouse mounted on a low-friction cart to provide input u
that altered the behavior of a displayed cursor according to Eqn. (2.1). Their task was
to minimize the displayed error e relative to a ﬁxed desired cursor location.
45Figure 2.3: Experimental setup with display, hood, and mouse input.
The equipment consisted of an optical mouse input whose position was sensed as u,
a hood, and a computer as shown in Fig. 2.3. The screen was basically empty except
for a 230 mm long region within which the 2 mm wide and 15 mm tall cursor moved
horizontally. The software sampled user input u, added disturbance d, and updated
error e at R = 100 samples/s. The monitor had a hood to ensure that subjects were
undistracted and did not observe their hands. The Windows pointing cursor was hidden
during the trial. The mouse was mounted on a custom ball-bearing cart to reduce static
friction eects, and cursor enhancements in Windows were disabled. Subjects were
healthy students at Cornell University between 20 and 32 years of age. They completed
consent forms approved by the University Committee on Human Subjects, brief health
questionnaires, and Edinburgh handedness surveys. They then read the instructions:
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Figure 2.4: Typical time series data: All subjects, trial 7. Note identical d(t).
Moving the mouse from side to side will aect how the error indicator
moves. An unseen disturbance will also cause the error to move. TRY
TO KEEP THE ERROR AS CLOSE TO ZERO AS POSSIBLE.
The subjects’ interpretation of these instructions is an uncontrollable part of the experi-
ment. Subjects were allowed to position themselves as they felt comfortable, as long as
their elbow rested on the table. There were twenty 60 second trials. The ﬁrst 9 seconds
of data from each test were removed. Tests started every two minutes to allow for an
average of 60 seconds rest. The ﬁrst ten trials used the plant dynamics given in (2.1).
Trials 11-14 used proportional dynamics in which e(t) = u(t) + d(t), and 15-20 used
a double integrator ¨ e(t) = u(t) + d(t). This paper analyzes the single integrator results
47but the others are brieﬂy qualitatively discussed in Sec. 2.5. Subjects all had the same
disturbance sequence on any given trial, as can be seen in Fig. 2.4. Each trial had a
dierent disturbance. The variance of the displayed error as well as the values of the
inferred parameters converged to typical behavior within the ﬁrst three trials with the
exception of subject 10.
2.3.2 Obtaining spectral data
Weobtainspectraldataatdiscretefrequencies!k fromtimeseriesd(ti=1:6000);u(ti=1:6000)
using the Blackman-Tukey procedure [50] with the ﬁrst nine seconds of data removed.
For real valued signals the estimated correlation at lag k is given by
ˆ rxy(k) := 1
N
PN 1 k
i=0 x(ti)y(ti+k) k = 0;1;:::N   1 (2.8)
and ˆ rxy( k) := ˆ rxy(k). Estimated cross spectra are given by
ˆ Pxy(!k) :=
N 1 X
k= (N 1)
W(k)ˆ rxy(k)e
 j!kk (2.9)
where !k is a vector of 2N 1 frequencies evenly spaced from  (N 1)=N to (N 1)=N
rad, and W(k) is the smoothing window. We used a Parzen smoothing window of width
N=5 [50]. Smoothing is a standard technique in spectral estimation used to reduce the
eect of noise on the data. It yields an empirical estimate of the component of the
response attributable to an LTI system.
Theresolutionof ˆ Pxy scaledtocontinuousfrequenciesisapproximately2R=(N=5) 
480:5 rad/s [50]. This introduces a small amount of bias for a wide-band signal such as we
encounter.
Un-smoothed data is denoted with bars and deﬁned by simply removing the window
as follows
¯ Pxy(!k) :=
N 1 X
k= (N 1)
ˆ rxy(k)e
 j!kk (2.10)
This has one-ﬁfth the bias but much higher variance due to noise.
For the purpose of comparing predicted and experimental closed loop behavior it is
useful to deﬁne the following:
¯ T(!k) := ¯ Pud(!k)= ¯ Pdd(!k) (2.11)
ˆ T(!k) := ˆ Pud(!k)= ˆ Pdd(!k) (2.12)
2.3.3 LQG parameter inference method
In this subsection we show how to obtain the optimal controller K for a parameter
set  from Eqn. (2.7), how to use this K to make predictions that may be compared
to spectral data, and how this is iteratively used to infer a parameter set that ﬁts the
observed data.
49For a given parameter set , the plant P and the statistics of the disturbance w
of Fig. 2.1 are fully deﬁned. Therefore, given LQG optimality and , K is fully de-
ﬁned [115]. The LQG synthesis process is automated in commercial software [78] and
brieﬂy presented here for completeness. By the separation principle [115] LQG synthe-
sis can be treated as two separate problems, a deterministic Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) problem and a Kalman ﬁlter state estimation problem. We solve the “output
weighted cost function” steady state Linear Quadratic Regulator problem [118] and the
Kalman Filter synthesis problem, each of which involves the solution of an Algebraic
Riccati Equation (ARE). We thereby obtain the state equation of the LQG optimal con-
troller K corresponding to the parameter set .
After K is deﬁned the entire system is deﬁned and expected spectral properties may
be computed. We work in continuous time and frequency and derive asymptotic results
for inﬁnite duration experiments. Operators characterizing input-output behavior are
assumed to be LTI and are Laplace transformed [115]. Without loss of generality, we
will only be interested in behavior along the imaginary axis and therefore to simplify
notation all transfer functions and variables are assumed to be functions of j!. Asterisks
denote complex conjugates. Let KH := KG and deﬁne the sensitivity gain S := 1=(1 +
GKH) and complex sensitivity T := 1   S. It can be shown that
u = S[ Gm   KHGd   KHn] (2.13)
e = S[ GGm +Gd  GKHn] (2.14)
For inﬁnite time the periodogram estimate of the cross spectra is unbiased [50] and
we can express the expected power spectrum of u as Puu := E(uu). The variables 
50and n are zero mean, Gaussian, and uncorrelated and therefore all cross terms have an
expected value of zero. The quantities E() and E(nn) are the white noise intensities
S mm and S nn, yielding
Puu := jSj
2[jGmj
2S mm + jGKHj
2dd
 + jKHj
2S nn] (2.15)
We can similarly compute the expected cross spectrum of u and d, normalized by  dd
in order that its expectation will conveniently be T.
 
E(ud)
dd = SGKH = T (2.16)
For comparison to experimental data we evaluate the expected Puu from Eqn. (2.15) and
T from (2.16) at the experimental frequencies R!k where R is the sample rate of 100
samples/sec.
The above technique was applied iteratively in order to obtain our estimate of .
We started by guessing a parameter set , computing K, and ﬁnding expected spectral
data. These expected quantities were compared to the experimentally observed ˆ T(!k) :=
  ˆ Pud= ˆ Pdd and ¯ Puu(!k) from Sec. 2.3.2. We used a commercially available [78] Nelder-
Mead optimization function to repeat this process systematically to ﬁnd a parameter set
 that minimized the following objective function.
min

B X
k=A
(j!kT(R!k;)   !k ˆ T(!k)j
2 + 10j!
2
kPuu(R!k;)   !
2
k ¯ Puu(!k)j) (2.17)
We used the smoothed ˆ T because it reduced the variance of the inferred parameters.
No advantage was found to using smoothed ˆ Puu, and in fact data is actually better ﬁt
without smoothing due to precise knowledge of the disturbance d. The summation limits
A and B were chosen to limit the frequency range of interest to be 0:3 to 20 rad/s.
This range was chosen because lower frequency cross spectral data is unreliable, and
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Figure 2.5: The observed and ﬁtted closed loop transfer function T for one subject
on one trial. Squares denote the smoothed ˆ T (see Sec. 2.4), and lines
the predicted T from our method.
above this frequency range the response is dominated by noise. The frequency weight
emphasizes higher frequencies where the eects of the parameters to be estimated  are
strongly expressed, reducing intra-subject variance. The factor of 10 is used to avoid
over-ﬁtting T at the expense of Puu. This constant may be varied from 3 to 30 without
substantially altering the results. In particular, mean inferred properties are insensitive
to this constant. At low values of this constant, the variance of the inferred endogenous
noise properties increases, and at higher values outlying inferred delays are observed.
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Figure 2.6: Observed and ﬁtted Puu for one subject on one trial. Circles denote
the un-smoothed ¯ Puu (see Sec. 2.4), and lines the predicted Puu from
our method. Note that this is not a transfer function. The jagged
appearance of the predicted spectrum is due to the jagged spectrum of
the known excitation d, and does not represent overﬁtting.
2.4 Results and analysis
In this section we show the results of the ﬁtting process, verify the presumed opti-
mality, benchmark our method against a standard linear system ID method, and analyze
the inferred parameters. Performance in trials repeated eight months later is used to
demonstrate the that subjects exercised their ability to alter the level of eort.
532.4.1 Results of the ﬁtting process
Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 are the result of the ﬁtting process on a subject trial. The method
is able to ﬁt behavior well despite using only four parameters. When the response is
dominated by the eects of the known disturbance, the power spectrum of Fig. 2.6 can
be ﬁt with great accuracy. The majority of ﬁts were of similar quality, with poor ﬁts
often seen with subject 1 and 10.
Typical inferred loop gain magnitudes for all subjects are shown in Fig. 2.9. The
inferred loop gain phases are in excellent agreement with results based only on empirical
smoothing per Eqn. (2.9), with an example given in Fig. 2.9. The change in the slope of
theloopgainmagnitudeasoneprogressesfromlowtohighfrequencycanbeunderstood
as an optimal response to delay and is in agreement with classical approaches to the
control of plants with delay [30].
2.4.2 Evidence for optimality in most subjects
The most basic prediction of the hypothesized optimality is that subjects will have
the freedom to trade eort against performance. Under the assumption that all young
subjects are in similar condition, they should therefore fall along a Pareto front in a
plot of performance against exertion, with the location on the front parametrized by a
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Figure 2.7: Normalized RMS error e against RMS velocity of input u. Note that
subjects fall along a solid Pareto optimal curve except for subjects 10
and possibly 4. The dashed curve represents the eect of varying the
control cost alone. By varying the endogenous noise intensity in a way
that reﬂects its multiplicative or signal dependent nature, we obtained
the solid curve.
combination of control cost  the endogenous noise level reﬂecting multiplicative or
signal-dependent noise. This was observed for all but subject 10. The RMS tracking
error e normalized by the RMS perturbation d is plotted against RMS input velocity
du=dt in Fig. 2.7. In conjunction with good agreement between the spectral properties
of the ﬁtted LQG controllers and the observed behaviors, these results support the hy-
pothesis that LQG optimality is an invariant feature of typical healthy proﬁcient human
visuomotor response in a simple feedback task. This occurs despite the absence of any
instructions regarding u.
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Figure 2.8: This boxplot [70] gives the ratio of the predicted RMS displayed error
e from the ﬁtted model to the observed value. Values near one are
consistent with a well modeled trial. See Sec. 2.4.2 for details.
The hypothesized optimality is also supported for all but subjects 1 and 10 by com-
paring the ﬁtted models’ predicted RMS tracking error e with experimental observations
as shown in Fig. 2.8. This quantity is meaningful in that the ﬁtting method makes no use
of e, but given a ﬁtted model, the RMS e may be predicted. We interpret this quantity as
follows: If the power spectrum of u and the cross spectrum of u and d are well ﬁt, the
response has been separated into that attributed to the eects of endogenous noises and
that attributed to an optimal response to the known disturbance d in the presence of these
endogenous noises. Under the hypothesized model the eects of noises m and n should
increase RMS e by a predictable amount. If the response not attributed to an optimal
model serves to reduce e and is thus not well described as noise, the model will over-
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Figure 2.9: The upper plot gives the inferred loop gain magnitudes jGKHj for all
subjects on trial 7. The solid line in the lower plot gives the inferred
loop gain phase for the subject displayed with a bold dotted line in the
upper plot. The dashed line in the lower plot is the empirical estimate
of experimental loop phase, obtained using ˆ T=(1   ˆ T). This agree-
ment is typical with the exception of outlying subject 1. Empirical
estimates of experimental loop gain magnitude are omitted because
they are biased in the presence of noise.
predict the RMS e. In this case, the component of response not ﬁt to an optimal control
model is systematic and functional. If the response not attributed to an optimal model
increases e by more than the amount expected for the hypothesized noise, the model will
under-predict the RMS e. In this case, the component of response not ﬁt to an optimal
control model is systematically dysfunctional. Recall that these interpretations of the
data are contingent on a good ﬁt to the power spectrum of u.
57Observed RMS e was generally consistent with that predicted, supporting the hy-
pothesized optimality. Experimental data was noisy because low frequency (< 2 rad/s)
components dominate e, and tests were limited to 60 seconds to avoid fatigue. Unusual
behavior by subjects 1 and 10 highlight behaviors not consistent with the optimal con-
trol model, and the criterion of a good ﬁt to the power spectrum of u was violated. In the
case of subject 10, the RMS e was over-predicted. The model did not ﬁt power spectrum
of u well in the neighborhood of 1-3 rad/s. In the case of subject 1, experimental power
spectra of u had large components in the 2-10 rad/s range that could not be ﬁt to an
optimal model.
2.4.3 Comparison to N4sid
In this subsection we assess the quality of ﬁt of our technique in the class of system
identiﬁcation techniques yielding linear models. We benchmark our method against a
current standard, N4sid [86]. N4sid is a well regarded general purpose black box system
ID method. We establish that our technique is as good or better than this standard
technique because it suggests the non-existence of linear models substantially better
than those of this paper.
We obtained N4sid estimates of T of order 1;2;4; and 7 for each data set’s u and d.
A seventh order model was used because the result of our method can be shown to have
at most seven signiﬁcant states (see Sec. 2.5). The following cost was evaluated within
58each trial:
B X
k=A
(jT(R!k)   ˆ T(!k)j
2) (2.18)
Our method had mean decreases in cost of 65%, 44%, 45%, and 30% relative to N4sid.
This was accomplished despite a 25, 63, and 79% reduction in the dimension of the
parametrization for orders 2;4; and 7.
2.4.4 Inferred properties
The technique yields three inferred quantities that are repeatable across trials 3-10
for most subjects, and vary signiﬁcantly across subjects as shown in Figs. 2.10, 2.11,
and 2.12. Inferred endogenous noise bandwidths varied widely and no sensible inter-
pretation is apparent.
In two subjects, signiﬁcant anomalies in inferred or observed quantities were coin-
cident. Mean inferred noise levels were large in subject 10. Subject 10 is also o the
Pareto optimality front in Fig. 2.7. The highly variable delays inferred for subject 1
are believed to result from abnormally low bandwidth creating a lack of information at
higher frequencies where delay is salient. The low bandwidth is associated with low
RMS control input velocities ˙ u and high mean control costs .
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Figure 2.10: Inferred delay. Lateral displacement of markers within a subject in-
dicates chronological order.
2.4.5 Repeated testing
Repeated testing was performed on eight of the eleven subjects including outlier
subjects 1 and 10. Both outlier subjects behaved in less unusual ways during repeated
testing, and results were better ﬁt. We determined whether the subjects had signiﬁcantly
changed their behavior using multivariate ANOVA [70] with two data groups per sub-
ject, where each data group contains the inferred properties in . Four out of eleven total
subjects and three out of nine optimal subjects exhibited signiﬁcant dierences in their
inferred parameters with a false alarm level of 0:05. The most salient dierence was in
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Figure 2.11: Inferred control cost. Lateral displacement of markers within a sub-
ject indicates chronological order. Squares indicate the last trial. All
but subject 7 had minimal control cost on their last trial, often to a
degree that makes the trial an outlier. However, because all subjects
had the same disturbance sequence on any given trial, no conclusions
can be drawn.
the inferred control cost , as plotted in Fig. 2.13. Performing t-tests on each subject’s
two sets of inferred , the same three out of nine optimal subjects have signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent  at a false alarm rate of 0:05. This indicates that an altered willingness to expend
eort. Dierences in delay were negligible. Dierences in endogenous noise intensity
were small with the exception of subjects 1, 4, and 10, which shifted towards typical
levels.
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Figure 2.12: Normalized inferred endogenous noise power levels. This combines
the ﬁtted intensity and bandwidth, which are less intelligible and
more variable in isolation. Lateral displacement of markers within
a subject indicates chronological order.
The two signiﬁcantly suboptimal subjects behaved in a way more consistent with
optimality during the repeated test as shown in Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.13: Inferred control cost for repeated trials.
2.5 Discussion
Results were consistent with the LQG model for nine of eleven subjects, and outly-
ing behavior decreased in repeated testing. The accuracy of the LQG model is demon-
strated by comparing the ﬁt to that obtained by model-free empirical ﬁtting of spectral
data in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, and to established model ﬁtting techniques in Sec. 2.4.3. We
demonstrated that ﬁtting a model with four LQG parameters instead of fourteen param-
eters carries no loss of accuracy, and gives a large gain in parsimony.
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Figure 2.14: This boxplot [70] gives the ratio of the predicted RMS displayed er-
rore fromthe ﬁttedmodel to theobservedvaluein therepeated trials.
Values near one are consistent with a well modeled trial. Sec. 2.4.2
gives an explanation of the meaning of this ratio.
Ourresultsprovideanadditionalexampleoftheutilityofoptimalityasanorganizing
principle of animal behavior. We do so in a way that allows for substantial inter-subject
variation to be parametrized. The approach is a form of curve ﬁtting for a dynamical
system, but unlike general curve-ﬁtting (system identiﬁcation) methods, the set of ad-
missible ﬁts is restricted based on the assumed form of optimality. It is signiﬁcant that
this restriction is unproblematic for nearly all subjects, and that the ﬁt is parametrized
in physiologically meaningful quantities rather than, e.g., polynomials. We did observe
stabilizing behavior not well ﬁt by the model in two subjects, demonstrating that the
assumed form of optimality does not in some trivial way encompass all admissible be-
64havior.
Our approach may be regarded as sucient to ﬁt behavior but unnecessarily mathe-
matical. Classical approaches involving gain and phase margins and control in the pres-
ence of delay would lead designers of varying levels of aggressiveness to loop shapes
similar to those observed in the subjects [8]. However, in order to devise a model-
ﬁtting procedure based on these methods it would be necessary to make some other
set of assumptions involving design goals and obtain some other parametrization. The
assumptions would lack our approach’s directness and consistency with past sensorimo-
tor work, and the parametrization would instead be in quantities of interest to controls
engineers.
Variance in sensorimotor control has traditionally been approached in terms of vari-
ability in time histories for repetitive tasks. Optimal response to noise has been proposed
asameansofexplainingits originsandexpression[124,41]. In thetraditionalapproach,
the control strategy itself is treated as invariant. We dier signiﬁcantly with [53, 54]
in that we do not ﬁnd the control strategies themselves to be invariant. We also do
not assign musculoskeletal meaning to control cost , something tentatively proposed
in [53, 54]. In contrast, our method addresses variations in control strategies that corre-
spond to altered levels of expended eort, that is, variance in the objective function of
the optimality. From this perspective it is optimality itself that is invariant.
Inferred parameters were signiﬁcantly subject speciﬁc and physiologically reason-
65able. The inferred delays are typically somewhat larger than delays found in simple
reaction time studies [108]. This experiment diers from those studies in that the task
is more complex and delay is inferred as a separate phenomenon from musculoskeletal
lag. The spectral techniques of [94] are able to separate lag and delay in continuously
perturbed postural control, and inferred delays are comparable to ours.
All subjects with all plants had a “dead band”, that is, a preference for remaining
motionless that is not predicted by the hypothesized optimality. The relative signiﬁcance
of this eect can be assessed by inspecting time domain data in Fig. 2.4. Our method
eectively treats this tendency as a source of noise, that is, an aspect of behavior that
can not be ﬁt to an optimal control strategy. Thus it is assumed to not contribute to
disturbance rejection. The utility of this approach is demonstrated through prediction of
the RMS displayed error e in Sec. 2.4.2.
The method was also applied to other plants G. The method was able to ﬁt data with
G altered to e(t) = u(t) + d(t) and similar noise powers and delay were observed. It was
not able to consistently ﬁt ¨ e(t) = u(t)+d(t), and inferred parameters for the ¨ e plant were
erratic and unrealistic. Additional non-Gaussian data inconsistent with linear models of
behavior with the ¨ e plant is found in [82]. Dead band behavior was more pronounced.
It cannot be ruled out that with more practice and possibly coaching people might come
to resemble LQG. The results of [53, 54] with the double integrator do not include the
full frequency range given for other plants and are given for fewer subjects.
66A key measure of parametrization quality is parsimony, the ability to characterize
processes of large order or dimension with few parameters. We claim that parsimony is
a matter of parametrization dimension rather than state dimension. For example, parsi-
monious and precise models of beams, heat conduction, ﬂuid mechanics, gas dynamics,
radiation, etc. are of inﬁnite order and perfectly parametrized by small sets of constants.
Methods of modeling such systems in lumped parameter form can be of arbitrary order,
and the problems associated with order are computational and do not reﬂect a lack of
parsimony. We are far from model orders that would cause computational problems.
The optimal control parametrization allows us to ﬁt a model with only four parameters,
far fewer than a general linear model of similar accuracy. Alternatively, the advantage
can be exploited by ﬁtting the data better than a general purpose method yielding equal
or greater parameter dimension. Both advantages were demonstrated by comparison to
N4sid in Sec. 2.4.3.
The large number of states used to represent the system in Fig. 2.2 may be reduced.
This is of computational interest but is irrelevant to parsimony as discussed previously.
Inspection of the Hankel Singular Values (HSVs) [115] of the estimate of KH shows
a mean normalized sixth HSV of 0:19 and a negligible seventh HSV. This indicates
that despite the large order of the model used in the ﬁtting method, its input-output
characteristics are almost perfectly approximated by a sixth order system.
672.5.1 Engineering context
For the purpose of modeling operator behavior the LQG feedback model works well
except for the case of a double integrator with untrained novice subjects. The large and
statistically signiﬁcant inferred parameter variations observed across subjects caution
against generalizations from studies based on pilots. Technical improvements are made
within the process of LQG controller synthesis as compared to the approach described
in [53, 54, 31]. First, the frequency weighting technique presented here avoids observ-
ability [115] problems. Second, the approach in [53, 54, 31] is not truly optimal in that
LQR synthesis is performed in a way that neglects dynamics later attributed to m.
68Chapter 3
Aging, Latency, Slowing, and Optimality
Abstract
We characterized the eect of aging on behavior in a visuomotor perturbation rejec-
tion task. There was a reduction in the eciency of corrective motions in the elderly.
However, the cross correlation between perturbation and subject response shows that
the elderly had no signiﬁcant increase in response latency (267 vs 263 ms, young vs.
elderly, with median intrasubject SD of 36 and 44 ms) but showed a signiﬁcant slowing
of post-onset response. Mathematical modeling revealed that nine elderly and all young
subjects behaved in ways consistent with an optimal control model. These models con-
ﬁrm the cross-correlation latency results (the optimal approach yielded 260 vs. 247 ms
with median intrasubject SD of 14 and 20 ms). Re-computing young models to adapt to
increased noise replicates elderly models. This challenges the common notion that age-
related slowing in complex tasks is a direct manifestation of sensorimotor impairment
and suggests that slowing is a Bayesian adaptation.
3.0.2 Introduction
The existence of a general phenomenon of age-related impairment of the combined
sensorimotor system’s performance is widely accepted [42], but its causes are incom-
69pletely understood and its expression varies depending on task. Conventional wisdom is
that impairment is the result of slowing and increased sensorimotor noise. In this paper
we show that in a dynamic perturbation rejection task, slowing is conﬁned to certain
phases of the response, and that this slowing is predicted by the adaptation of an optimal
control strategy to increased noise. Thus slowing in this task appears to be a response
to the cause of impairment, rather than a cause of impairment. This result is novel
but consistent with past work on the sensorimotor application of optimal control the-
ory [41, 109, 113, 123, 54, 74] as well as studies on age related slowing that show wide
variability in its expression. For example, published experiments involving simple re-
action time fail to show a signiﬁcant age-related slowing of the onset of motor response
(referred to in this paper as increased “response latency”), but slowing is strongly ex-
pressedinchoicereactionexperimentsandistheruleratherthantheexception[136,36].
Similarly, subtle changes in force stimuli can evoke or eliminate age eects on response
latency during ﬁngertip force generation [22]. Degradation of the sensorimotor sys-
tem with age has been documented in cutaneous mechanoreceptors [23], transmission
of signals from visual to motor areas [130], and basic visuomotor processes such as
saccades [84, 2, 1]. Nevertheless, it has been known for decades that age-related sen-
sorimotor impairment in common experimental paradigms is dominated by central and
not peripheral eects [12]. Recent data conﬁrms that age related slowing is associated
with increased disorder in cortical Event Related Potentials [136, 36].
In this work we measure motor performance in a dynamic visuomotor perturbation-
rejection feedback task to test for dierences in performance between young and elderly
healthy adults. Our task elicits responses in the form of continuous time series that are
dynamically rich compared to, for example, static force production or reaction time data.
70It also resembles dynamic activities of daily living such as driving a car on a windy day.
The nature of the controlled dynamics and perturbations enable use of well-developed
optimal control theory.
We distinguish between two dierent kinds of ”slowing” that are well characterized
in the engineering ﬁeld (Fig. 3.1): (i) response latency, vs. (ii) post-onset response.
This distinction is closely related to the classical behavioral classiﬁcation of response
in reaction time studies into “reaction time” vs. “movement time” after the onset of
movement [77], but we avoid this terminology to avert confusion with other published
uses of those terms. Our analysis is speciﬁcally designed to disambiguate between these
two kinds of slowing using independent and complementary analytical approaches. The
ﬁrst is a cross-correlation approach that is strictly data-driven, phenomenological and
free of assumptions; and the second is a model-based computational approach based on
justiﬁable assumptions of optimal control theory. The advantage of the model-based
approach is that it improves precision and provides a framework for mechanistically
relevant analysis of response.
It is important to note that in this initial study of aging our deﬁnition of endogenous
noise is a more general concept than physiological motor noise. For the purposes of this
paper we deﬁne endogenous noise to be any deviation from optimal behavior (be it of
sensory, motor, conduction, orneuralprocessingorigin). Weaddresstherolesofspeciﬁc
sources such as muscular “motor noise” or cortical “functional dysregulation” [136] in
Sec. 3.1.5.
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Figure 3.1: This ﬁgure gives an example of the distinction between slowing of the
post-onset response vs. response latency. We use this distinction to
analyze a more complex visuomotor response. The ﬁgure shows the
response of two dierent systems to an impulse at time t = 0. Both
systems consist of delays in series with second-order viscoelastic sys-
tems. The solid line shows a shorter delay in the onset of response
(less response latency) but longer settling time (slower post-onset re-
sponse). The dashed line shows the converse.
The experimental procedure was identical to that described in Chap. 2. Brieﬂy, the
paradigm is visuomotor rejection of a perturbation, where the perturbation is continu-
ously moving a cursor on a horizontal line and the subject must provide a corrective
control input to keep the cursor on the midpoint. Subjects were asked to use a modiﬁed
computer mouse to provide a control input to minimize the error (the distance between
thecursorand midpointof thehorizontalline) inthe presenceof aband limitedGaussian
perturbation [50] that adds unpredictable cursor motion.
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Figure 3.2: Representative time series data: All elderly subjects, trial 7. Note
identical p(t) and two of the outlying elderly subjects, 19 and 22.
This ﬁgure gives an example of the distinction between slowing of the post-onset
response vs. response latency. We use this distinction to analyze a more complex visuo-
motor response. The ﬁgure shows the response of two dierent systems to an impulse
at time t = 0. Both systems consist of delays in series with second-order viscoelastic
systems. The solid line shows a shorter delay in the onset of response (less response
latency) but longer settling time (slower post-onset response). The dashed line shows
the converse.
The cursor’s motion results from simple but marginally unstable dynamics:
73de
dt
= u + p (3.1)
Equation 3.1 states that the horizontal velocity of the cursor de=dt is the sum of
the subject’s control input u (deﬁned as the left-right deviation of the mouse from its
initial position) and the software-supplied perturbation p. Thus the horizontal position
of the cursor (i.e., error e) is the time integral of this velocity. These nearly unstable
cursor dynamics resemble driving a car on a windy day such that, if the subject does
not correct, then the cursor will wander o the screen in approximately 10 seconds. The
subjects were instructed to attempt to keep the cursor error e at zero, that is, to negate
the eects of the perturbation. Fig. 3.2 shows a brief representative section of the time
histories of the perturbation p, the control input u, and the displayed cursor error e.
Ideally, the subject should perfectly invert the disturbance (i.e. cancel with u =  p) to
keep the cursor at the midpoint, but cannot do so due to sensorimotor delays, lack of
knowledge of future perturbations, and an inability to perfectly sense, plan and execute
hand motions.
We used computational models in order to improve the precision of the response
latency estimates and analyze the slowing of the post-onset response. Given that the
subject is executing a linear feedback control task, we looked to feedback control theory
for modeling assumptions. This quantitative approach opens the door to mechanistic ex-
planations using the state-of-the-art methods in computational motor control that gener-
alize out of this experimental paradigm. In this paper we use Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) optimal control [115]. For a survey of applications of optimality as an organiz-
74ing principle of animal behavior see [123, 124], and for technical details see Sec. 3.2.
The reasonable and physiologically justiﬁable assumption is that practiced response in
motivated subjects is nearly optimal in some task-relevant sense, subject to unavoidable
limitations due to latencies and stochastic disturbances. Thus this approach is particu-
larly relevant to the study of sensorimotor behavior because the delays and noises under
which the task is performed are taken into account when computing the optimal control
strategy. LQG control is widely used because many systems are approximately linear
over an operating range, quadratic cost models are tractable and often capture design
intent, and Gaussian noise models are tractable and justiﬁed in many cases by the Cen-
tral Limit Theorem. The use of such a model to analyze visuomotor response is not a
claim that it is the best possible model; its advantages are simplicity and parsimony in
parametrization dimension [113]. We have not found a better model for response in our
task in the literature.
The optimal control model is shown in Fig. 3.3. In our approach, the four parameters
used to ﬁt the optimal control model to the data are response latency, additive endoge-
nous noise intensity, additive endogenous noise bandwidth [71], and a parameter that
includes the eects of control cost (a free design variable expressing aversion to mo-
tion) and multiplicative or ”signal dependent” noise [41, 109]. It has been shown that
control cost and multiplicative noise levels have a summed joint eect during optimal
control design [52]: a positive measure of the intensity of the multiplicative noise is
added to a freely chosen positive control cost during control design. Therefore we can-
not disambiguate these two eects during model ﬁtting. Once we ﬁt parameters in the
assumed model, it is fully deﬁned and we can predict the control output u on the ba-
sis of p. Iterative Nelder-Mead [78] minimization of the squared discrepancy between
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Figure 3.3: This block diagram shows the closed loop system model for the op-
timal control approach. Only the shaded parts are physically outside
of the subject: the controlled dynamics G and the addition of the per-
turbation p. Endogenous noise is represented by m. The displayed
cursor error e is delayed by G . The delayed signal acts on the op-
timal controller KLQG that outputs an ideal control input v. The ex-
pected squared sum of the outputs in the upper right is minimized by
the choice of KLQG. Dierentiation is implemented by Gzv.
predicted and observed subject response was used to ﬁt models.
Our model-based computational approach allows us to leverage established tech-
niques from engineering. These allow us to quantify concepts such as complexity that
are relevant to a more detailed mechanistic understanding of behavior in a more general
set of tasks. To quantify complexity we use the Hankel Singular Value (see Methods),
the standard method to assess the order (i.e., complexity) of a model necessary to ap-
76proximate a speciﬁc dynamical behavior [5].
3.1 Results
3.1.1 Elderly impairment
Good performance in these tests corresponds to low root mean squared (RMS) cur-
sor error e. A subject’s behavior is more ecient if they obtain the same level of per-
formance using less corrective motion, that is, low RMS control input velocity du=dt.
Comparing Figures 4a and 4b demonstrates impairment in the behavior of the elderly.
When compared to the young, they exhibit lower eciency of corrective motion for a
given level of performance. Signiﬁcantly, young subjects choose dierent strategies in
this task, leading to a Pareto optimal curve in Fig. 4a. We calculated the line ﬁt to
the data of the young subjects using the optimal control model by varying the control
cost and noise intensity parameters in a coupled way according to the multiplicative
or ”signal-dependent” nature of noise in sensorimotor tasks [41, 54]. Despite uniform
physiological health among the young, and the instructions to ”keep the error as small
as possible,” some provided less corrective eort and tolerated larger amounts of error.
In repeated trials spaced months apart, some subjects shifted location along this Pareto
front, and the outlying young subject 10 moved onto this front. In Fig. 4b the elderly
fall almost completely to one side of the curve ﬁt to the young. This indicates ine-
ciency and disorder. Using our deﬁnition of endogenous noise as unproductive motion,
77we therefore say that they exhibit increased endogenous noise.
3.1.2 Inferring response latency using the model-free cross correla-
tion method
To determine the response latency in this task, we examined the cross correlation
of the random signal driving the perturbation, and the subjects’ response. The cross
correlation [50] is a simple-yet powerful- phenomenological way to analyze the tempo-
ral relationships between the discretized signals p (the perturbation) and u (the control
input or ”correction” by the subject) without making any modeling assumptions. The
perturbation p was a discrete-time approximation to band-limited Gaussian noise [50],
created by passing a sequence of normally distributed random numbers (discrete time
white noise) through a ﬁrst order ﬁlter Gp with a cuto frequency of 0:05 Hz. This ﬁlter
is required to ensure that the perturbation is not ”too jumpy” for the subject to react.
This ﬁlter induces autocorrelation in p [50], thus in our analysis we use the pre-ﬁltered
or “whitened” [50] signal, pW := (1=Gp)p to remove spurious eects. We use indexing
subscripts to denote samples at time t0 through tN 1 and compute the cross-correlation
rU(k) =
N 1 k X
i=0
pW(ti)u(ti+k) (3.2)
Using the cross correlation to infer response latency is straightforward because it wan-
ders randomly near zero for low values of lag index k until the eects of the perturbation
p are seen in u. These eects occur because the subject attempts to negate the eects of
p. Therefore the cross-correlation begins to show a negative (i.e., corrective) trend at a
value of k corresponding to the response latency, and we use this to measure latency.
78Application of our model-free cross-correlation method yields mean inferred re-
sponse latencies dMF of 267 and 263 ms for young and elderly subjects. The precision
of the inferred quantities is evidenced by the median intrasubject standard deviations of
36 and 44 ms. A two-tailed t-test [25] was used to compare the 12 young to 12 elderly
using the mean from each subject to avoid repeated measures bias. The measurements’
distribution was consistent with normality. The t-test indicates that the 4 ms dierence
between the two means is not statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0:64). The averaged cross-
correlation data of young and elderly subjects is presented in Fig. 3.6. A detailed view
of mean cross-correlations for each subject is given in Fig 3.7.
3.1.3 Inferring response latency and analyzing slowing using
model-based feedback control methods
Before presenting latencies inferred with the optimal control model, we demonstrate
that the model is consistent with the elderly data except subjects 19, 22, and 24. The
optimal control model was consistent with the behavior of all but two young subjects
during a ﬁrst session, and with the behavior of all young subjects upon repeated test-
ing [113]. The optimal control model makes testable predictions and yields response
latency results that can be compared to model-free method. First, and most directly, the
predicted RMS cursor error e based on the ﬁtted models agrees with the observations.
The ﬁtting method for the optimal control models makes no use of e to ﬁt the model
parameters. Rather, for a given parameter set (noise intensity, bandwidth, latency, and
control cost/multiplicative noise), the model predicts the RMS cursor error e. The ratio
79    RMS error e
RMS perturb. p
Figure 3.4: This ﬁgure presents normalized RMS tracking error e against RMS
control input velocity du=dt for young subjects (1-12), showing the
existence of a tradeo between eort and performance. The displayed
line traces an eort/performance tradeo implied by the model, and
borne out in the data for the young subjects. Subjects well ﬁt by
the optimal control model (see the optimal control results section) are
marked with circles. Subjects 1 and 10 (shown with triangles) did
not reproduce outlying behavior during repeated trials [113]. The ef-
fort/performance tradeo line is obtained by varying the control cost
parameter in the optimization while also adjusting the noise intensity
to account for the multiplicative or “signal dependent” nature of the
noise. This image was originally published in [113].
of predicted vs. observed RMS e is near one as shown in the histograms of Fig. 3.8.
Two subjects had performance signiﬁcantly better than predicted by the ﬁtted model
(ratio greater than one), subjects 10 (young) and 24 (elderly). In several cases perturba-
tion rejection appears to be worse than that of the ﬁtted optimal model. Subjects 1, 19,
and 22 exhibit a bias towards under-prediction, and their inferred latencies are highly
variable across trials. This outlying behavior by young subjects 1 and 10 was not repro-
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Figure 3.5: This ﬁgure shows that the elderly (13-24) are generally unable to ob-
tain as favorable an eort-performance tradeo. The displayed ref-
erence line is not a ﬁt to the data. Rather, it is the same line as in
the young data in Fig. 3.4, provided for comparison. Again subjects
well ﬁt by an optimal control model are indicated with circles, while
subjects 19, 22, and 24 are indicated with triangles.
duced on repeated testing. Second, the agreement between observed and ﬁtted Fourier
transformed auto- and cross correlations [50] of input and perturbation for the optimal
control model are good. Compact presentation of these results is impossible given that
spectral analysis is an engineering technique to guide model creation rather than a sta-
tistical tool for testing hypotheses [50]. A comparison of spectral ﬁt costs between the
young and elderly is of interest, and our model ﬁtting process already reﬂects our best
eort at forming a meaningful scalar measure of the quality of a model ﬁt [113]. No
signiﬁcant dierence is seen between young and elderly ﬁt costs as shown in Fig. 3.9.
Lastly, optimal control approach also reproduces the result from the model-free method
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Figure 3.6: The mean cross-correlations r for young and elderly in the ﬁrst panel
show that there is no aggregate increase in response latency . This
analysis is free of assumptions and makes it clear that there is a change
in the post-onset response, but no change in the response latency. The
second panel emphasizes that response latency was not longer in the
elderly by providing mean cross-correlations r for young and elderly
magniﬁed near the onset of response. We removed spurious eects
by subtracting rU(0) from each trial. The eects of perturbations on
response persist longer when post onset response is slow, as seen here
in elderly data. These averages were obtained at each lag value by
averaging across trials 3-10 for all subjects, and then averaging across
subjects.
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Figure 3.7: Examining the cross-correlations for each subject conﬁrms that en-
semble averages accurately reﬂect the data. Elderly subjects have dot-
ted lines.
that there is no increase in response latency, as described in detail below.
The inferred mean latencies using the model-based method for young and elderly
groups are 260 ms and 247 ms, therefore we cannot attribute elderly impairment to in-
creased response latency. The median intrasubject standard deviations are 14 ms for the
young and 20 ms for the elderly, which is signiﬁcantly less that the variability of the
cross-correlation method applied to the same data. The dierence in means is not sig-
niﬁcant: Averaging inferred latencies within each subject, grouping them into 12 young
and 12 elderly, and applying the two-tailed t-test yields a p-value of 0.175. A histogram
of the model-based inferred response latencies is presented in Fig. 3.10, aiding interpre-
tation and conﬁrming normality.
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Figure 3.8: The model is able to predict the RMS cursor error levels despite not
having access to these data during the ﬁtting process as shown by this
histogram of the predicted RMS cursor error e divided by the observed
value for each trial. Young subjects are shown with thin black lines,
and elderly with wide gray bars. Outlying subjects 19 and 22 as well
as the ﬁrst set of data from subjects 1 and 10 are omitted from this
ﬁgure.
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Figure 3.10: Inferred latencies using the optimal control model, conﬁrming the
absence of increased response latency in the elderly. The young
are thin black lines, the elderly are wide gray bars. This is a his-
togram, meaning that we compared inferred latencies to a set of
evenly spaced reference values, and incremented a count of subject
trials corresponding to the nearest reference value.
3.1.4 Quantifying response complexity
We examined the normalized Hankel Singular Values of the optimal control models
that we ﬁt to the behavior of our subjects. We found that models ﬁt to the elderly
subjects have smaller third and fourth normalized Hankel Singular Values as shown in
histograms in Fig. 3.11. Taking the mean normalized third and fourth HSVs for each
subject and again applying t-tests on young and elderly groups yields p-values of 0.018
and 0.026, indicating that simpler models are ﬁtted by our method to the behavior of the
elderly group.
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Figure 3.11: These histograms of normalized third and fourth Hankel Singular
Values (HSVs) of inferred controllers suggest that the complexity
of the behavior of the elderly is reduced (see the Discussion). The
young are thin black lines, the elderly are wide gray bars. Fifth and
higher HSVs are negligible.
863.1.5 Discussion
The principal experimental result of this work is that age-related impairment in a
dynamic perturbation-rejection task takes the form of reduced eciency of corrective
motion without an increase in response latency. This is a robust result in that it can be
obtained with a phenomenological cross-correlation method free of assumptions, and
reproduced with greater precision by a more sophisticated model-based approach. By
analyzing the role of post-onset slowing of response in this dynamic sensorimotor task
we demonstrate that an optimal control model is consistent with (i) the behavior of
young and most elderly subjects, and (ii) the observed performance dierences between
the young and elderly. The behavioral changes seen in nine of the twelve elderly can
be replicated by retuning of the optimal models found in the young to increased levels
of noise in the system. This follows directly from the fact that nine of twelve elderly
subjects’ behavior is well ﬁt by our model without signiﬁcant changes from latency
values from the young group. This strongly suggests that the slowing of post onset
response is an optimal adaptation to increased endogenous noise.
Elderly impairment is shown in Fig. 3.4 to manifest as inecient, disorderly move-
ment; therefore we begin by clarifying role of noise and eciency in this work. As
described in the introduction, we deﬁne ”endogenous noise” as deviations from optimal
behavior, and therefore include suboptimal performance due to sensory, motor, conduc-
tion, or neural processing imperfections. As pointed out in a recent review [23], there
are multiple proposed physiological mechanisms and sources of increased endogenous
noise in the elderly. At the cortical level, disordered Event Related Potentials in the el-
87derly are reported in [136, 36]. The nature of age-related changes in muscular properties
may also increase motor noise. In [112] increased motor unit coherence in the elderly
in the frequency range at which eective control is exerted is observed. This contrasts
with [33] in which the correlation of activity across motor units decreases with age. Ev-
idence for disorder in the relationship between ﬁring rate and recruitment in the elderly
is also presented in [33]. It is also reasonable to suppose that the reduction in the total
number of motor units in a given muscle with age serves to increase the eect of any
given neuron’s noise.
We emphasize that optimal modeling does not assume that the subjects behave per-
fectly. It is better understood as a modeling approach that treats behavior as the sum of
the eects of an optimal controller and a random noise source, acting in a feedback loop.
The series of successful predictions of the optimal model were detailed in the Results
section. Importantly, our report of outlying subjects shows that signiﬁcantly suboptimal
strategies are viable but atypical, and thus that our assumed form of optimality is not a
trivial implication of success in the task.
The assumptions underlying the optimal control model suggest that the elderly will
alter their strategies to cope with increased noise from the previously discussed array of
physiological sources. This is strongly supported by the data. Adaptation of motor con-
trol strategies with age has been reported elsewhere. Evidence for altered control strate-
gies in the elderly is presented in [20],which showed that dierent neural adjustments
are used by the elderly during learning in an isometric contraction reference tracking
task. In addition, [111] reports the use of co-contraction to suppress noise using EMG
88measurements. This co-contraction was associated with slowing, and thus suggests one
way to implement a slowed and less complex controller.
We speculated that reduced complexity of control strategies caused reductions in
response latency that oset expected aging eects, as suggested by well-documented
age-complexity-latency interactions [42, 136, 36, 12, 87, 107, 126]. Complexity has
proven to be a ”slippery” concept in the psychology of aging [87]. Furthermore, quanti-
fying complexity in a dynamic task is intrinsically more dicult that in a discrete choice
task. In our experimental paradigm, unlike in a choice reaction task, the complexity of
the subject’s response is not constrained. We consider our task as at least as complex
as a one-bit choice reaction task in the sense that there are two possible directions that
the subject may move their hand, and furthermore the proﬁle of the motion must be
determined. There have been reports of methods to measure the complexity in a time
series (the data format of our dynamic perturbation-rejection task) such as entropy based
methods [127, 126]. In the time series entropy paradigm, complexity is a property of
the signal rather than the neural control system, and it is determined by the output signal
of the system of interest. These entropy methods based on measuring only the output
of a system imply a paradoxical assertion that a system that outputs noise (such as ther-
mal noise from a resistor) is more complex than a system that outputs structured signals
(such as a brain). The paradox can be resolved by viewing complexity as a property
of the system rather than of the signal. In the experiment, we can only infer a sys-
tem model from the signals input to and output by the subject. This justiﬁes treating
complexity in terms of systems’ input-output relationships as identiﬁed in dynamical
modeling. The linearity of optimal response in our experimental paradigm made avail-
able the well-developed tools of linear system theory, in particular, the Hankel Singular
89Value (HSV). The results in Fig. 3.11 show that the elderly employ strategies of reduced
controller complexity according to this metric. We can only speculate on the relevance
of this result to response latency because the dependent variables of response latency
and inferred HSVs even within the ”homogenous” young group have too much variance
to allow us to demonstrate a HSV-latency eect within our data.
We also investigated proportional and proportional-derivative control approaches.
We only present results for the more sophisticated optimal control method because
it parametrizes the control strategy in physiologically meaningful terms, and ﬁts the
data at least as well. We found that for the elderly, the parameters used to design
the LQG controller were such that the response was well described as delayed pro-
portional control. This was not the case for the young, and in that case the LQG ﬁtting
method is demonstrably superior to low-order methods [113] such as proportional and
proportional-derivative approaches.
The idea that slowing the post-onset response is an appropriate optimal response to
increased noise may be generalizable outside of our experimental paradigm. We are un-
aware of past work attributing age-related slowing to optimality. In our speciﬁc instance,
the optimal control model is simply the serial combination of a Bayesian estimator of
the system state, and a quadratic optimal feedback control using that estimate [115].
Bayesian optimality is thus a component of LQG optimality in our paradigm. The
slowing in our optimal paradigm results from the use of longer integration times (i.e.
accumulation of more data) in the estimator to reduce the eects of noise. This tech-
nique generalizes out of our LQG paradigm throughout engineering signal detection
90theory [96] and is closely related to brain-imaging based explanations of choice reaction
slowing in [36]. This leads us to hypothesize that the general phenomenon of age related
slowing is a Bayesian optimal adaptation to age-related noise, disorder, and uncertainty
throughout the sensorimotor system. This hypothesis suggests a variety of aging exper-
iments designed to mimic canonical Bayesian signal detection problems analogous to
our canonical Bayesian controls problem. Bayesian optimal models of perception are
discussed in [11, 55, 54].
3.2 Methods
Technical details of the experimental paradigm and optimal control method can be
found in in [113] and the previous chapter. The young subjects numbered 1 through
12 were healthy volunteers between 20 and 32 years of age. The elderly subjects num-
bered 13 through 24 were between 65 and 92 years of age. All completed consent forms
approved by Cornell University’s Committee on Human Subjects and brief health ques-
tionnaires. The manipulandum was a calibrated optical mouse modiﬁed to only record
lateral hand motion, and mounted on ball bearings to reduce friction. Subjects were free
to use the hand with which they felt most comfortable. Two self-reported left-handed
subjects chose to use their right hands because they are accustomed to using computer
mice with the right hand. This did not seem to aect the data, as the outliers were all
using their right-dominant hand. There were ten 60-second trials. The ﬁrst 9 seconds of
data from each trial were discarded. Trials started every two minutes to prevent fatigue.
Each trial consisted of a dierent random perturbation time history, and all subjects had
the same perturbation time histories in the same order. The results of the ﬁrst two trials
91areneglectedto allowfor learning eects. All youngand all butone elderly subjects’ be-
havior converged in this time, as measured by RMS cursor error and input velocity. The
software sampled the control input u, added the perturbation p, and updated error e at a
rate of 100 samples/second. This rate ensures that closed loop behavior is unaected by
software-induced delay, and that measurement resolution covers the timescales of motor
behavior in the hand and arm.
To assign a speciﬁc time value for response latency based on cross correlations, we
looked at the peak of the second derivative of the cross correlation with respect to lag
index k. Because derivatives introduce spurious numerical noise, we smoothed rU(k)
by forward and backwards discrete ﬁltering to obtain r(k) before calculating the second
derivative. We used a second order Butterworth ﬁlter [78] with a 20 Hz cuto frequency.
Further details about all methods are available in [113] or the previous chapter.
Technical details of the experimental paradigm and optimal control method can be
found in in [113] and the previous chapter. Consistent with today’s literature, we as-
sume quadratic optimality and Gaussian noises. When we present a linear plant to be
controlled, this implies Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control [115]. LQG
control is implemented by the series combination of a Kalman ﬁlter (a Bayesian optimal
state estimator) and a controller that minimizes a cost deﬁned as a quadratic function
of input and state variables. This is widely used in both control engineering and the
modeling of sensorimotor response, as described in [113, 123, 54]. The optimal con-
troller is uniquely deﬁned when the controlled system and the statistical properties of all
disturbances are speciﬁed; again refer to [113].
923.2.1 The Hankel Singular Value
Our measures of control strategy complexity are the Hankel Singular Values
(HSVs) [115] of the ﬁtted optimal subject response. The number of signiﬁcant HSVs
is the eective state dimension or order of the system model. We claim that state di-
mension is intimately related to a concept already introduced to the aging literature as
a measure of complexity, i.e., the number of dynamical degrees of freedom that can be
regulated independently [87]. While, to our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to use HSVs
in the neurophysiological ﬁeld, they have a long history of use in system and control
theory, where they are the standard method to make decisions on what order of model
is required to approximate the behavior of dynamical systems [5]. HSVs may be related
to principal component analysis (more familiar to neuroscientists) as follows: principal
components analysis looks at the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a covari-
ance matrix, while HSV analysis looks at the SVD of the product of the controllability
and observability Gramians [115]. The controllability Gramian indicates the sensitivity
of the system’s states to the inputs, and the observability Gramian indicates the extent
to which changing the system’s states leads to measurable outputs. Without altering
input-output relationships, the state equations of a linear system can be expressed in
”balanced” form, and then these Gramians are equal and diagonal. The SVD is then
trivial, and the singular value of each state indicates its eect on input-output behav-
ior. It is often the case that a few states are very inﬂuential and the remainder may be
neglected. Thus the complexity of the inferred controllers may be quantiﬁed by exam-
ining the extent to which high order models are required to describe the behavior of the
system. We normalized the magnitude of all HSVs by the subject’s mean ﬁrst HSV in
order to eliminate the gross eect of altered gain, which we do not consider a form of
93complexity (omitting this reﬁnement only ampliﬁes the age dierences). The dynamical
signiﬁcance of larger third and fourth HSVs is that simpler low order models are less
able to describe the response ﬁtted to the younger subjects.
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94Chapter 4
A Reduced Impedance Torque Actuator (RITA) for stroke
rehabilitation
Abstract
We present principles, implementation, and experimental data for a Reduced
Impedance Torque Actuator (RITA) for stroke rehabilitation. We demonstrate that
high-torque low-impedance rehabilitation robots can be constructed with simple hard-
ware, simple control algorithms, and a simple and easily communicated approach to
safety. We use the passive dynamics of an unusually compliant Series Elastic Actua-
tor to achieve reduced impedance at high frequencies, and feedback control to provide
controlled impedance at low frequencies. This yields a low-bandwidth, compact, and
inexpensive actuator. The RITA design was used to create an out-of-plane gravity com-
pensating device for the elbow, a commonly aected joint whose relative simplicity aids
analysis. The device was used at the Burke Medical Research Institute. We present data
from a cerebellar injury of particular interest to control engineers.
4.1 Introduction
Robotic stroke rehabilitation is a rapidly maturing ﬁeld attracting signiﬁcant invest-
ment and nearing widespread adoption. Robotic therapy complements conventional
95therapy by making large doses of treatment economical and by generating quantitative
data for automated assessment. Ecacy has been demonstrated for machines capable of
providing assistance as required, while presenting low impedance or “getting out of the
way” if the patient is successful on their own [59]. Impedance is the inverse of the trans-
fer function from applied force to endpoint velocity, and in this paper when we refer to
an amount of impedance we are referring to the magnitude of this transfer function. The
relative merits of dierent robotic therapy methods have not been established [49], [63],
but results from [59], [49], and [75] suggest that the robot must allow the patient to
initiate and sustain volitional movement in order for learning to occur. The actuator de-
sign requirements are therefore high torque, torque bandwidth sucient for interacting
with stroke-aected patients, and the ability to present low endpoint impedance across
a wider frequency range. Throughout this paper, “bandwidth” indicates the frequency
range over which substantial controlled torques may be applied. The application calls
for low impedance over a larger frequency range than the controlled bandwidth. A
successful approach has been to use large direct drive motors [59] or pneumatics [43]
to avoid the eects of gearing-ampliﬁed friction and motor rotor inertia on endpoint
impedance. In this paper we present the Reduced Impedance Torque Actuator (RITA),
which places a spring between the motor and end eector and uses feedback control to
adjust the spring to produce desired torques. This is an established technique known as
Series Elastic Actuation [97].
Past work in robotic stroke rehabilitation is surveyed in [104] and an ecacy sur-
vey is found in [63]. The MIT-Manus was the ground-breaking device, with a planar
2-DOF reaching-task version [59] followed by extensions aimed at the wrist [61] and
vertical motion [60]. Other notable devices include the ARMin [104], MIME [66],
96GENTLE/S [4] and ARM [105]. Another line of work has led to an unactuated device
based on the “WREX” robotic exoskeleton that similarly uses elastic energy storage and
is also well suited to gravity compensation [106]. An approach with similar kinematics
to ours but no elastic element is presented in [120]. This device is being developed in
a clinical setting and reﬂects extremely similar design goals and philosophies to ours,
but the absence of substantial elasticity makes the dynamics substantially dierent, par-
ticularly when considering a model linearized about a conﬁguration corresponding to
nonzero applied torque.
The use of springs to reduce endpoint impedance while providing a substantial con-
trolled torque was demonstrated circa 1991 by Tad McGeer at Simon Fraser Univer-
sity [80], [79]. His LITHE shares with RITA the idea of active torque by spring dis-
placement, but would not be capable of sucient range of motion. The Series Elastic
Actuator (SEA) [97] is an active spring displacement device that explicitly includes a
force transducer [98] unlike [79]. The passive dynamics of this mechanism reduce end-
point impedance. The RITA is of this family but kinematically unique, and it has the
advantages of relative simplicity and the ability to be conﬁgured to make complete ro-
tations. Outside of the rehabilitation ﬁeld, a low-bandwidth human-interacting SEA has
been put in series with a smaller high bandwidth actuator, with torque generation re-
sponsibilities divided by frequency range [137]. One paradigm in lower extremity reha-
bilitation robotics is enforcement of desired gait (leg motion) proﬁles. This implies high
bandwidth and stiness to assure timely motion of large limbs. To this end, Bowden-
cable-based SEAs have been built for rehabilitation robotics with high-bandwidth (16
Hz) and very high torque capabilities (20 Nm) [132]. This robot interacted with humans
using sophisticated control algorithms and passivity-based approaches to safety [131].
97Sophisticated control was also used to produce a wearable lower extremity exoskele-
ton [58], but the experimentaldata reﬂects spring deﬂections rather than endpoint forces,
and results are given for torques < 1 Newton-meter.
The main contribution of this paper is to analytically and experimentally demon-
strate that when the application calls for low impedance over a much larger frequency
range than the controlled bandwidth, this can be achieved with a simple form of an
SEA with unusually high open loop endpoint compliance. High compliance allows us
a simple feedback design because we only seek to apply control at relatively low fre-
quencies and can exploit passive dynamics to achieve impedance reduction at higher
frequencies where feedback-aggravated non-idealities and uncertainties are larger. This
is particularly useful during human interaction. The system has simple hardware, simple
control algorithms, and easily communicated safety features. The theory tying together
compliant actuation, low bandwidth control, high bandwidth impedance reduction, and
avoidance of high-frequency instability is the Bode sensitivity integral [115] [117].
The RITA is currently embodied in a portable device designed to address problems
commonly seen at the elbow in stroke-aected patients.
98Figure 4.1: A dimensioned schematic of the RITA. Gravity is downward. The
gearmotor is at lower left, the control arm angles sharply upward, and
the spring extends to the end of the forearm.
4.2 Dynamics
A schematic of the device is shown in Fig. 4.1 and described in the caption. There
are eectively three rigid parts: the ﬁxed base and motor housing; the geared motor
rotor axed to a control arm; and a forearm with the endpoint. The base and control
arm are coupled electromagnetically, and the control arm and the forearm are coupled
by a spring. By rotating the control arm, a variable torque is applied to the forearm,
yielding force tangential to endpoint motion. Feedback controls the relative location of
the forearm and control arm, and thus torque at low frequencies.
The equations of motion follow. The spring constant is k, the control arm length is c,
99the forearm length is a, the rest length of the spring is L0, and the instantaneous length of
the spring is L. The angles deﬁned for the control arm and the forearm reﬂect practical
considerations: their angles  and  are measured by an encoder ﬁxed to the gearmotor
housing, while the rotation of the gearmotor relative to gravity is measured by  . The
angle of the control arm relative to the forearm is  =    . The spring-induced torque
on the forearm is T. Geometry leads to:
L =
p
c2 + a2   2cacos (4.1)
T = kca
L   L0
L
sin (4.2)
We assume that the motor case is ﬁxed in inertial space and that a current source i is used
to drive the motor. The moment of inertia JC includes the control arm, the motor rotor
inertia magniﬁed by the square of the gear ratio, and that of the geartrain. The moment
of inertia of the forearm about the joint is JA. For simplicity, all external forces on the
forearm have their components tangential to the motion of the endpoint represented by
F, including gravity. The torque coecient after gearing is KT Newton-meters per amp.
Damping coecients bA and bC are assigned consistent with the following:
¨  =
1
JA
(T + rF + Tg   bA˙ ) (4.3)
¨  =
1
JC
(KTi   T   bC˙ ) (4.4)
Linearizing the above model about  = 0 and deﬁning
K := k(a   c   L0)
ac
a   c
(4.5)
we obtain the linear model
¨  =
1
JA
[K + rF +  bA˙ ] (4.6)
¨  =
1
JC
[KTi   K   bC˙ ] (4.7)
The nonlinearity in Eqn. 4.2 requires us to control applied torque by specifying de-
sired control arm angles D. This is done by using a polynomial ﬁt that maps desired
100Figure 4.2: RITA without covers. The circuit break is a safety feature.
torque to desired arm angle. In the remainder of the paper we use k = 1261;a =
0:2410;c = 0:0962; JA = 0:06; JC = 170:8;bA = :08;bC = 0:7;KT = 2:82;L0 = 0:1005,
all MKS units. The value of KT was obtained with a moment arm and scale. Values
for bC; JC were then obtained by applying steady and sinusoidal currents with no spring
attached. Given the known spring constant, linear experiments with small  allowed
us to ﬁt bA; JA using transfer functions and experimental cross-spectra. The exogenous
force F includes gravity eects that may be canceled in a straightforward way if the
mass properties of the forearm and anything attached to it are known. F also includes
the eects of the arm similar to an increase in JA and bA, in addition to widely varying
forces and impedances due to muscle tension.
Implementation of the RITA device is simple, as it only has two moving parts
(Fig. 4.2). The gearmotor output shaft and the joint are coaxial, simplifying analysis
101Figure 4.3: Hierarchical control architecture with gravity compensation and
torque to D transformation.
and implementation. An ADXL-330 3-axis accelerometer measures orientation of the
motor case to gravity. Other angles are sensed by US Digital E6 encoders with 2500
counts per revolution. We use an Anaheim Automation BDPG-60-110-24V-3000-R47
planetary gearmotor. The principal defect of this implementation is stick-slip in the
gearbox transmitted through the spring, which in our case becomes perceptible at 5
N-m; this is very similar to reports from [132] with Bowden cable transmissions.
4.3 Control
We use a hierarchical control strategy with inner and outer loops shown in Fig. 4.3.
A very simple approach worked well.
1024.3.1 Assistance and interactivity: the outer loop
The outer loop controller generates desired torques for assisting the patient’s arm
motions. The design of assistance proﬁles for clinical eectiveness is an open ques-
tion [49]. The control design problem for the outer loop is to obtain sucient low
frequency gain to gently move limbs into position within a few seconds, while keeping
largeamountsofphasemarginnearcrossoverandkeepingcrossoveratalowenoughfre-
quency that unmodeled dynamics (especially saturation and the widely variable device-
arm interface) are unproblematic. High bandwidth is unnecessary in our stroke reha-
bilitation application. We present numerical pole-zero transfer functions based on the
quantities from the previous section to avoid clutter and make the frequency ranges of
interest clear. Derivation is straightforward and veriﬁable by comparison of numerical
results. The plant for the outer loop is the closed inner loop TI from desired  to , with
the transfer function
TI :=
1020586(s + 5:997)
s(s + 8:239)(s + 1:231)(s + 27:95  78:08j)2 (4.8)
We used integral action in the outer loop. Without non-minimum phase features we
could loop-shape arbitrarily. The design problem lent itself to parametrization by three
variables: (a) a crossover frequency !C, and the locations of (b) a Butterworth ﬁlter
above the crossover frequency and (c) a zero below the crossover frequency to provide
phase margin. We chose !C = 2 radians per second, a fourth order ﬁlter at 8!C, and a
zero at !C=4. Synthesis was thus a process of pole-zero cancellation, the addition of the
shaping features just mentioned, gain adjustment to ﬁx crossover, and balanced model
reduction [115], leading to the controller
KO :=
0:8443  (s + 1:0726)(s + 2:0627)(s + 86:3  121:8j)2
s(s + 20:62)(s + 16:7  42:4j)2 (4.9)
103The resulting closed loop behavior is subjectively acceptable to users, with a gradual
application of torque provided by integral action.
Saturation eects limit system bandwidth and are encountered more readily with in-
creased compliance in the elastic element [132]. The principal mechanism is that limited
current leads to a limit on the acceleration of the control arm. Our motor, supplied with
8 A and 24 V (small industrial power supplies and ampliﬁers), avoided saturation during
relatively low-bandwidth torque changes called for in our rehabilitation application.
4.3.2 Impedance reduction: the inner loop
The inner loop design objective is reference tracking of , which is roughly propor-
tional to torque at the joint. When the desired force is not a function of , reference
tracking accomplishes reduction of impedance (recall that on our device, impedance is
the transfer function from the forearm angle rate d=dt to the endpoint force F). When
desired force is a function of forearm angle , as it typically is during assistance, the
inner loop’s torque tracking implements the impedance implied by the outer loop.
The eects on impedance of adding the spring and then the inner feedback loop
are shown in Fig. 4.4, with experimental conﬁrmation in Fig. 4.5. We ﬁrst consider
adding the spring but applying no current. It causes a reduction in impedance at medium
to high frequencies. At low frequencies the eect of the spring disappears because it
104reachesnearlysteadydeﬂections; thereforetheopenloopimpedancesareapproximately
equal. With inner loop control the RITA impedance is in series with the sensitivity gain
S := 1=(1 +GiKI) (see Eqns. 4.13 and 4.14).
Sensitivity gain for stabilizing controllers of stable minimum phase plants of greater
than ﬁrst order obeys the Bode sensitivity integral [115]
Z 1
0
logjS(j!)jd! = 0 (4.10)
The restriction is not proﬁtably circumventable by roboticists: the integral for unstable
or non-minimum phase plants must equal a certain positive number (this is worse) and
plants of greater than ﬁrst order are unavoidable when considering masses interacting
with forces. The eect of feedback on impedance is S(j!). This integral implies that
impedance reduction with feedback in one frequency range requires that impedance be
increased elsewhere. The existence of “uncontrollable elements” [24], [131] follows
directly from this integral: impedance reduction across an inﬁnite frequency range is
impossible. In practice logjS(j!)j = 0 for large ! due to ﬁnite practical loop band-
width, and therefore the features that satisfy the integral must exist at lower frequencies.
Model error and uncertainty generally increases with frequency, and the implications
of this for the use of feedback for impedance reduction are well known [18]. Thus as
control bandwidth increases, the point where S = 1 moves to higher frequencies, giving
the designer a smaller and/or less well-modeled frequency range in which an increased
amount of integrated osetting sensitivity gain must exist. The reported tradeo in end-
point stiness (bandwidth) and undesired interaction torques [131] thus follows from
the Bode integral. For more on the Bode integral see [117].
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Figure 4.4: Here we evaluate the equations from 4.3.2 to illustrate the eects of
adding compliance and then feedback to the given gearmotor. The
baseline case is with the gearmotor ﬁxed to the forearm (Eqn. 4.11)
(dotted). Inserting the spring but setting current equal to zero re-
sults in the dashed impedance proﬁle (Eqn. 4.12), where the ability
to drag the motor via the spring results in no eect at low frequen-
cies. By closing the inner loop (Eqns. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14) we reduce
impedance at low frequencies and obtain the solid line. The ideal actu-
ator would have zero impedance at all frequencies. In accordance with
Bode sensitivity gain integral [115], impedance at higher frequencies
is increased by feedback. The plotted impedance for the gearmotor
omits strong static friction eects. Impedance of one newton-meter
per rad/s implies that one feels approximately the weight of a small
cup of water in one’s hand when moving at one rad/s.
Using these sensitivity integral concepts we can state the principle behind our design
concisely: We use an abnormally compliant SEA to accomplish impedance reduction
down to unusually low frequencies with hardware, reducing the frequency range (0 to
30 rad/s) over which we use feedback attenuation of impedance. This reduces the sen-
sitivity of system performance to unmodeled dynamics of mechanical or human origin
at higher frequencies.
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Figure 4.5: We gathered this experimental impedance measurement by applying
band-limited pseudo-random forces to the hand-hold through a force
transducer. The RITA was attempting to apply a constant 3 Nm of
torque while we perturbed it. The dashed line is the expected closed
loop impedance from the previous ﬁgure. Data was sampled at 100Hz
for 60 seconds and spectral analysis was done with a 1000 sample
wide Parzen window applied to the cross-correlation of applied torque
and elbow velocity [78]. Frequencies with high coherence [78] in-
dicate reliable results. We do not observe the weakly damped zero
pair from our model, suggesting that we have not modeled some sig-
niﬁcant form of dissipation, but the total impedance is in reasonable
agreement.
Absent current to the motor, the impedance of a forearm attached directly to the
gearmotor and the impedance of a RITA are
G˙ F := Gc
1
r
[bA + JAs + bC + JCs] (4.11)
G
RITA
˙ F := Gc
1
r
[bA + JAs +
K
s (1  
K
JCs2+bCs+K)] (4.12)
This expression includes Gc, our model of the eect of the compliances that occur when
adding soft plastic parts for the patient to hold. We use a critically damped second order
system with a resonance at 60 radians per second, based on experiment.
107In our implementation we avoided control algorithms resting on the assumption of
good knowledge of the plant, as good knowledge is scarce with a human arm attached.
Instead we use the fact that the transfer function of the ideal open loop plant (absent an
attached arm) from current to 
Gi :=
45:59(s + 1:333)
(s + 6:003)(s + 2:192  15:684j)2 (4.13)
has phase that only approaches  180 degrees asymptotically, and ensure that the design
is robust to the apparent changes in the resonant frequency (due to, e.g. increases in
JA and bA with an arm attached or eective increases in plant stiness when linearizing
about nonzero torques). This led to
KI :=
150(s + 6)(s + 6)
(s + 1)(s + 60)
(4.14)
This can be thought of as a PD controller with a little extra low frequency gain and the
usual high frequency pole to limit derivative action. Even with inexpensive servomotors,
backlash, and human subject interactions, a bandwidth of 50 rad/s is easily obtained,
yielding suciently low impedance for the application when acting in concert with the
passive dynamics of the SEA.
4.3.3 Control implementation
Control design and prototyping was done with Matlab’s Simulink using the Real
Time Windows Target and a Quanser MultiQ-3 board running at 1 kHz. The preferred
architecture is one that moves all real-time critical tasks onto a microcontroller sub-
system that receives high-level instructions via serial link from a host computer. This
108exploits simple control methods to remove the need for real time operation from the
host computer. This was demonstrated separately with an Atmel ATmega 128 micro-
controller.
4.4 Safety and patient data
Exploratory testing with chronic stroke outpatients with residual upper limb deﬁcit
was done during the winter and spring of 2008 at the Burke Medical Research Insti-
tute, and a systematic motor control study with subacute inpatients ran from June to
September 2008 with eleven patients having completed all sessions.
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Burke Rehabili-
tation Hospital and informed consent was given by all patients. Easily communicated
triple-redundant mechanical, electrical, and software limits on torque enabled relatively
quick safety approval [48]. We limited applied torque to the equivalent of a ﬁve pound
(2.2 kg) dumbbell by running the motor current wire parallel to the spring with clamps
at each end and a banana plug connector in the middle such that it would disconnect on
excessive extension. We also had an electrical fuse at the motor and software limits. The
approach of limiting torque to less than human output precludes proof of stability with
a human in the loop, but is an approach to human-robot-interaction safety that is easily
communicated to clinicians. We saw no oscillations from human robot interaction.
109The motor control study characterized the eects of stroke on motor control using
electromyographic(EMG)andkinematicdatafromasystematicallyvariedsetofmotion
and force production tasks. For simplicity, clarity of analysis, and ease of communica-
tion with impaired patient, we used a simple cursor tracking task (video game). Patients
started approximately one week after stroke onset, and each day they performed ten
motor control tasks involving reference tracking during force generation with ongoing
EMG measurement. A four day regimen was repeated until discharge, typically three to
ﬁve weeks after stroke onset.
We present data from a patient with a cerebellar injury. The cerebellum has been
likened a state estimator for motor control [92], and injury results in ataxia (uncoor-
dinated or disordered motion). In particular, intention tremor may occur, where os-
cillations occur during motion. Tremor is suppressed clinically by impeding the pa-
tient while they move. RITA enables examination of tremor while applying substantial
torques, without adding as much inertia as in other approaches [40].
The patient displayed intention tremor during clinical measures as well as oscilla-
tions in muscle force and EMG under certain applied torque histories. One of the control
tasks requires maintaining a constant position in the presence of a torque perturbation
that varies between moderate bicep and tricep contraction (forces similar to holding a
2 kg dumbbell) at 0:1 Hz. Data from this task is shown in Fig. 4.6. Angle oscillations
and EMG “bursting” during bicep activation at 2 Hz are seen in this task, but, strangely,
only for low torques. Separately, a task with a slowly varying torque across the same
range does not elicit the oscillations. This suggests that the rate of force development is
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Figure 4.6: Time series data from a trial with the cerebellar patient. The dotted
line gives torque applied by the RITA in Nm, with positive torque
closing the elbow. The noisy data is smoothed and rectiﬁed biceps
EMG at a convenient scaling. The line oscillating around  1:5 is the
negative elbow angle   in radians. The weight of the patient’s arm
is fully carried by RITA at approximately 2:1 Nm. The approximately
2 Hz “bursting” behavior of the biceps at t = 30;34;39;44 with atten-
dant oscillations is abnormal.
critical, and that this cerebellar injury disrupted the ability to make rapid comparisons of
desired and actual force production. Similar oscillations during tricep activation (posi-
tive torques exceeding arm weight) were normal in healthy and aected subjects, with
similar bursting patterns in the triceps EMG. Analogies to dysfunctional state estimators
are too simplistic to explain the data.
Inseveralmonthsofdailyuse, nocliniciansorpatientsrequestedmorerapidchanges
in applied forces.
1114.5 Conclusions and discussion
We have described an electromechanical system for applying large torques with low
impedance that oers compactness, low cost, and straightforward implementation. The
utility of high-torque low-impedance actuators in stroke rehabilitation has been demon-
strated in the past. Data from a representative patient was presented. The low impedance
of RITA allowed for observation of a poorly understood form of tremor under applied
torque in a patient with cerebellar damage. The relative simplicity, compactness, and
low cost of our approach has the potential to enable mass adoption of low-impedance
stroke rehabilitation robots.
Ongoing work at the Rehabilitation Institute in Chicago [120] also draws on SEA
concepts and emphasizes size and cost, though 8 Hz bandwidth is still speciﬁed based on
“human capability” and a desire to generate sti force ﬁelds in experiments. In lower ex-
tremityrobotics, atleastoneleadingresearcherhasmovedonfromtheparadigmoflarge
ﬁxed-installation-based high-bandwidth motion-proﬁle-enforcement [44] to mobile o-
treadmill body-weight-support [45] involving series elasticity. A analogous progression
appears in [105, 106], all the way to zero bandwidth. These suggest the existence of
a growing awareness in the rehabilitation robotics community that (i) smaller, simpler,
less costly, low impedance, and sometimes low bandwidth devices address rehabilita-
tion clinicians’ needs as opposed to engineers’ concepts of performance or researchers’
needs to generate force ﬁelds with high bandwidths, and (ii) the “penalty” of SEAs, low
control bandwidth, is often irrelevant. Bandwidth reduction is intimately linked to a
relaxation in the constraints imposed by the Bode sensitivity integral on high frequency
112model error. The practical result of relaxation of requirements on high frequency model
error is to ease construction and ameliorate human-robot-interaction concerns in that
frequency range.
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113Chapter 5
Identifying state-dependent disturbances in repetitive tasks
Abstract
This paper presents a method for identifying and rejecting state- and input-dependent
disturbances in repetitive tasks. This method uses recursive approximation to Gaussian
Process Regression (GPR) with spatially correlated random variables. The key feature
is explicit acknowledgement and exploitation of an assumption that the unknown dis-
turbance is autocorrelated in state space. Unlike conventional Iterative Learning Con-
trol, our method (1) explicitly uses regression to attenuate the eects of non-repeatable
noise; (2) makes explicit certain assumptions about repetitive disturbances that result
from mismodeling; (3) allows generalization of what it has learned along one reference
trajectory to other reference trajectories. The recursive approach reduces computational
cost compared to GPR and is shown to be closely related to Kalman ﬁltering. The recur-
sive method preferentially accumulates information in the neighborhood of a repeating
reference trajectory. This method accommodates non-resetting initial conditions (Repet-
itive Control). Experimental results are shown from applying the method to learn a rapid
setpoint change of a tilting mirror.
1145.1 Introduction
Repetitive reference tracking tasks are very common in control and automation en-
gineering. Examples include robotic motion control, thermal control, and chemical pro-
cess control. The goal of this work is to improve feedforward commands by using
past measurements and a prior model, while exploiting repetitive structure to contain
computational cost. We present a recursive orthogonal-projection-based approach to
identifying repeatable disturbances that alter the plant behavior from the prior model.
Orthogonal projection has the well known advantages of convenience (linearity), min-
imum mean square error among linear approaches for general problems, and Bayesian
optimality under Gaussian assumptions [10]. Orthogonal projection is the basis of tech-
niques known as Kriging, Best Linear Unbiased Estimation (BLUE), Gaussian Process
Regression (GPR), and Least Squares. By combining a recursive approach with a con-
trol update law, we obtain a systematic way to update feedforward commands applicable
to the domains of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) and Repetitive Control (RC) [16]. It-
erative Learning Control assumes resetting initial conditions while RC takes the ﬁnal
state of one pass as the initial state of the next. The motivation for the recursive ap-
proach is that each step uses a calculation with ﬁxed computational cost, as in ILC, in
contrast to the batch case.
Learning repeatable deviations from an a priori model is of great practical interest
and has attracted attention in machine learning, optimization, geology, and robotics.
In machine learning, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is a powerful technique that
can be treated as a Bayesian inference method with Gaussian priors [103, 13]. The
115analogue in geology is generalization from spatial data, e.g. exploratory drilling; this
is Kriging, a form of GPR [103]. In some applications computational cost can become
prohibitive. Straightforward GPR involves an inversion whose cost scales cubically
with the number of measurements. Recursive update methods can be used to make
the computational cost scale with the square of the number of measurements, but this
is often unsatisfactory and research continues on ways to address computational cost in
GPR. Broadly speaking, one approach to computational cost is characterized by sparsity
exploitation or rank reduction of matrices (see Chap. 8 [103]); another is to consider a
subset of measurements (localization). Robotics researchers localize in state space, and
this has led to Locally Weighted Projection Regression [133], Local GPR [88], and
Locally Weighted Learning [9].
The exploitation of repetitive structure and measurements to update feedforward
commands already exists in the form of ILC and RC. Existing ILC approaches do not
require explicitly modeling deviations from desired performance as resulting from a
disturbance, but the existence of a disturbance is at least implicit in their approach to
updating a feedforward control input. Existing ILC approaches explicitly [65, 110, 95],
or implicitly [7, 16] estimate a disturbance that is modeled as a function of time elapsed
since the start of each iteration of a repetitive task. This temporal disturbance model
has the undesirable characteristic that the disturbance is treated as exogenous and au-
tonomous (that is, dependent on time but not the state of the system), while simulta-
neously the onset of the disturbance is assumed to be somehow synchronized to the
beginning of the task. One might envision such cases, but we claim that the success of
ILC is better attributed to its ability to correct for the eects of modeling omissions and
errors.
116The method of Iterative Learning Control described here treats the repeating distur-
bance as a function of state rather than time. A state based treatment can make explicit
an implicit assumption in ILC regarding autocorrelation of modeling errors across state
space in the presence of process noise: ILC assumes that disturbances experienced at
the states visited at the kth time step are correlated across iterations j, regardless of lo-
cation in state space. This is depicted in Fig. 5.1. Approaching this systematically using
a state-dependent disturbance model allows this method to generalize results to tempo-
rally shifted or extended state trajectory histories. This method generalizes temporal
disturbance model based methods in that a temporal disturbance may be mapped to an
extra state variable.
In light of this introduction, the contributions of the present work can be stated
clearly: we demonstrate the advantages of modeling repeatable disturbances in a repet-
itive task as a function of state; we show that state-dependent disturbance rejection for
certain LTV systems in repetitive tasks can be treated as a nonstandard estimation prob-
lem, combined with a simple control problem; we present a ﬁxed-computational-cost
recursive algorithm for learning state-dependent disturbances; we present a low-cost ex-
tension to input-dependent disturbances; and we experimentally demonstrate a way to
use results from one trajectory to aid learning along dierent reference trajectories.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 5.2 gives the problem statement. Sec. 5.3
details how we estimate the repeatable disturbance. Sec. 5.4 speciﬁes the control ap-
proach. In Sec. 5.5 we present experimental results.
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Figure 5.1: This ﬁgure shows the strange structural assumption in ILC algorithms
that assume a constant disturbance at any given time step. The planes
each correspond to the true disturbance w at a given time step if the
reference trajectory is followed. The triangle-based lines indicate this
reference trajectory. The planes are at the value of the disturbance
along that trajectory. They convey the idea that on each step, across
all iterations, in a temporal or time-based disturbance model, the dis-
turbance is believed to be the same. We claim that this is inferior as
a representation of modeling error to a state-dependent disturbance
model. For contrast, gray lines with circles at their tips are included,
representing a true state-dependent disturbance observed at four time
steps across ten trials. These show that in almost all cases (especially
those where a given state-input trajectory is not along the reference
trajectory) the assumption of a constant disturbance at each time step
will lead to biased estimates of values at the reference trajectory when
the truth is that the disturbance is state-dependent. For example, at the
time step with the largest disturbances, the observed disturbances are
almost all larger than the disturbance along the reference trajectory,
and protrude through the plane. It appears relatively benign in this
picture because there is not much variability in the location in state
space from iteration to iteration, for clarity; when this is not the case,
it becomes a substantially ﬂawed assumption.
1185.2 Problem formulation
5.2.1 Admissible dynamical systems
We consider an iterated, ﬁnite time, discrete time, and linear time varying (LTV)
model depicted in Fig. 5.2. It has a process disturbance w, a measurement disturbance v,
a process noise m, and a measurement noise n. We distinguish between disturbances and
noises because we will express model error by relating the disturbances w and v to the
state of the system x and the control input u, while m and n are standard additive noises.
We want to regulate z using a control input u based on measurements y. The LTV model
has time steps k 2 f0;1;:::;Kg during a ﬁnite number of iterations j 2 f1;2;:::; Jg. The
state vector xj(k) 2 <nx obeys
xj(k + 1) = Aj(k)xj(k) + Bu;j(k)uj(k) +Bw;jwj(k) + Bm;j(k)mj(k) (5.1)
with uj(k) 2 <nu;wj(k) 2 <nw, and mj(k) 2 <nm, and suitably sized real matrices
Aj(k); Bu;j(k); Bw;j(k), and Bm;j(k). The measurement equation is
yj(k) = Cy;j(k)xj(k) + Dyu;j(k)uj(k) +Dyv;j(k)vj(k) + Dyn;j(k)nj(k) (5.2)
We want to regulate a performance variable z
zj(k) = Cz;j(k)xj(k) (5.3)
LTVsystems canbe used toapproximate nonlinearsystems alongreference state tra-
jectories. We deﬁne system matrices to be iteration dependent to accommodate changes
119Figure 5.2: The system is aected by process disturbance w, measurement distur-
bance v, process noise m, measurement noise n, and control input u.
The disturbances w and v have a certain structure described in the text
that makesthem useful as descriptions of model error, while the noises
are standard additive Gaussian noise. We want to regulate z using a
control input u based on measurements y.
in plant parameters or reference trajectories. We are concerned with feedforward appli-
cations where uj(1);uj(2);:::uj(K) must be chosen before observing yj(1).
Eqns. (5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) can be converted to a static matrix representation of each
iteration similar to the ﬁnite-horizon matrices used in Model Predictive Control in a
process known as lifting [16]:
xj = Fu;juj + Fw;jwj + Fm;jmj + x0
j (5.4)
yj = Gy;jxj + Hyu;juj + Hyv;jvj + Hyn;jnj (5.5)
zj = Gz;jxj (5.6)
The sizes of matrices and vectors follow from previous deﬁnitions. We denote lifted
vectors by omission of a time index. The lifted state vector on iteration j is xj :=
[xj(1); xj(2);:::xj(K)] 2 <Knx. Variables y;v, and n in the measurement equation (5.5)
arealsoliftedinthisformat. Theautonomouseectsofinitialconditionsarerepresented
120in (5.4) by the lifted vector x0
j := [Aj(0)xj(0); Aj(1)Aj(0)xj(0);:::]. The variables u;w,
and m have lifted vectors of the form uj := [uj(0);uj(1);:::uj(K   1)]. The shift in
indexing is standard [16]. Throughout this paper uj(k) refers to time step k, rather than
the kth element of the vector. The lifted matrix that expresses the eect of u on the state
at iteration j is given by
Fu;j =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
Bu;j(0) 0 0 :::
Aj(1)Bu;j(0) Bu;j(1) 0 :::
Aj(2)Aj(1)Bu;j(0) Aj(2)Bu;j(1) Bu;j(2) :::
:::
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
(5.7)
Fu;j;Fw;j; and Fm;j are constructed similarly. Lifted measurement and performance ma-
trices expressing state and feedthrough eects are denoted G and H with appropriate
subscripts. Their construction is straightforward.
The noise mj is Gaussian and independent of all other variables with E(mj) =
0;E(mjmT
j ) = Pmm for all j, and E(mimT
j ) = 0 for all i not equal to j. Positive deﬁ-
niteness is denoted by Pmm > 0. Analogous deﬁnitions hold for nj.
5.2.2 Disturbance properties
Our deﬁnition of the disturbances w and v is novel in the Iterative Learning Control
literature, but draws on concepts from applications of statistics to spatial data [29] and
Gaussian Processes [103], [13]. A Gaussian Process w is fully deﬁned by its mean
and covariance function [103]. We deﬁne w to be state- and input-dependent, that is,
121correlated in a joint state-input space.
E(wj(k)) = 0 8j;k (5.8)
E(wj(k)w
T
q(p)) = w([xj(k);uj(k)];[xq(p);uq(p)]) (5.9)
w(a;b) := S w exp( 0:5(a   b)
TW
 1(a   b)) (5.10)
We use the covariance function w to express a prior belief that the the entries of w are
correlated to one another in a way dependent on distance. The real valued matrix S w
expresses the expected amplitude of the elements of w, and W is a real valued matrix
expressing spatial properties of the autocorrelation. We only use diagonal matrices in
this paper, simplifying their interpretation: diagonal elements of S w are scalar variances
and diagonal elements of W are squared length scales. By assuming very large length
scaleswecaneliminatedependenceoncertaininputsorstates. Thefunctionw isknown
as the squared exponential covariance function [103], and its resemblance to a Gaussian
probability distribution function is coincidental. Many alternatives exist [13].
The autocorrelation of the disturbance leads us to a recursive algorithm that speciﬁes
a realization of w. Equation (5.1) implies that wj(k) at time step k < p aects the
state xj(p). This, in conjunction with Eqns. (5.8-5.10), implies that a given instance of
the process wj(k) must be recursively deﬁned for each time-step using all past values.
Therefore, at each step, wj(k) is obtained by drawing it from a distribution obtained
by conditioning on past values of w. Thus the unconditioned expectations of wj(k)
in (5.8,5.10) are superseded by conditioned expressions for all timesteps after the ﬁrst
when specifying a realization of w. Conditioning jointly distributed Gaussian random
variables is done as follows ([10] Sec. 1.4.14, 3.2.1):
E(wj(k)jw
p) = E[wj(k)(w
p)
T]E[w
p(w
p)
T]
 1w
p (5.11)
122w
p 2 <
nw((j 1)K+k 1) := (w1;w2;:::wj 1;wj(0);wj(1);:::wj(k   1)) (5.12)
The expectations above can be evaluated using (5.10). The posterior covariance is
E[(wj(k)   E[wj(k)jw
p])(wj(k)   E[wj(k)jw
p])
T]
= E[wj(k)w
T
j (k)]   E[wj(k)(w
p)
T]E[w
p(w
p)
T]
 1E[wj(k)(w
p)
T]
T (5.13)
Measurement noise n implies that an algorithm cannot have knowledge of the true state
x. Known covariance matrices for w are therefore unavailable to our algorithm, making
our problem non-standard.
Analogous deﬁnitions hold for v, which is assumed to be uncorrelated to w:
E(vj(k)) = 0 8j;k (5.14)
E(vj(k)v
T
q(p)) = v([xj(k);uj(k)];[xq(p);uq(p)]) (5.15)
v(a;b) := S v exp( 0:5(a   b)
TV
 1(a   b)) (5.16)
5.2.3 Objective
The motivating problem is
argmin
uj
E(jjzj   jjj ju1;u2;:::uj;y1;y2;:::yj 1) (5.17)
where jj  jj is a norm and j is a desired performance output signal. In general there
might also be input and state constraints. We follow the notation convention of [13] and
include the nonrandom u among the expectation’s conditioning variables because it is a
123hyperparameter [13] in the sense that it aects the covariance of zj. The appearance of uj
highlights the unusual and problematic implicit nature of the problem: the expectation
of zj depends on that of wj, which in turn depends on uj, but choosing uj depends on
the expectation of zj. This dependency means that (5.17) generally requires an iterative
solution.
Our method of predicting wj is applicable in such an approach, but in order to focus
on cases where our method retains ﬁxed computational cost like ILC, we will focus on
a simpler problem that we can solve without iteration in important cases. This problem
is to choose uj such that
E(zjju1;u2;:::uj;y1;y2;:::yj 1) = j (5.18)
In this approach we require that the expected performance vector be precisely that de-
sired. This simpliﬁcation allows us to know in advance the expected state trajectory.
This ensures that when we solve for uj, we only need to predict wj one time step at a
time, and will not need to revisit these predictions, unlike in iterative solutions of (5.17).
This prediction is the focus of the paper. We are interested in a way of approaching this
problem that has ﬁxed computational cost for all j, as ILC does, even if this requires sub-
optimality. It is intuitively clear that we must obtain a good estimate of the disturbances;
this is addressed in Sec. 5.3. We must also have a way to choose uj that either avoids
implicit equations, or ensures their tractability when the disturbance is input-dependent
(they are unavoidable in this case); this is addressed in Sec. 5.4.
1245.3 Predicting wj
In this section we describe methods of predicting wj given past inputs (u1;u2;:::uj 1),
past measurements (y1;y2;:::yj 1), prior assumptions, and some knowledge about uj.
Our approach to predicting wj is to form an estimate of
E(wjjy1;:::yj 1;u1;:::uj) (5.19)
The main contribution of this paper is a recursive approach suited to predicting wj under
our model of state and input dependent disturbances when we expect that we will remain
interested in similar trajectories during consecutive passes. It has small and ﬁxed com-
putational cost at each iteration and is thus suitable for ILC-type applications, unlike
non-recursive approaches such as standard GPR.
In this section we clarify exposition by working with a simpliﬁed set of equations:
xj = Fuuj + Fwwj + mj (5.20)
yj = xj + vj + nj (5.21)
zj = xj (5.22)
It is straightforward to expand the following expressions to accommodate the full prob-
lem.
1255.3.1 Preliminaries
To orient the reader in advance we note that our recursive algorithm resembles a
Kalman Filter (KF) for a time-varying system with an unusual covariance update during
the prediction step, and sensor noise whose covariance is dependent on the measure-
ment. It is important to understand that the method repeats at each iteration j, not at
each time step k. In this approach, the estimation of the disturbances w and v resembles
a KF, but the estimation of the dynamical state x is a batch problem executed within each
iteration. This is a consequence of assuming known initial conditions x0
j and our prob-
lem structure. The other crucial dierence between our method and a KF is that we take
covariance functions w and v as known, rather than treating the covariance matrices
involving w and v as known. We use the covariance function to construct approximate
covariance matrices used to estimate wj, where we deﬁne wj to be the expected value of
the nonstandard process wj prior to the measurement on iteration j:
wj := E(wjjw1;:::wj 1; x1;:::xj 1;u1;:::uj) (5.23)
Constructing approximate covariance matrices will require us to have an estimate of the
expected xj:
E(xjjw1;:::wj 1; x1;:::xj 1;u1;:::uj)  ¯ xj := Fuuj + Fw ¯ wj (5.24)
In this deﬁnition, ¯ wj is an estimate of wj based on measurements up to yj 1; it is deﬁned
by the recursive process described in this section. We must estimate the expectation
in (5.23) because perfect state information is unavailable, and we choose to estimate it
recursively in order to preserve the ﬁxed-computational-cost iterative structure of ILC.
Throughout this paper over-bars denote estimates prior to measurements at a given step,
and hats indicate estimates posterior to measurements at a given step. In this section we
126assume that uj is known.
Having introduced ¯ xj, we can give an intuitive description of ¯ wj: it is our estimate
of the expected value of the nonstandard process w at the spatial location (¯ xj;uj). This
is a strange concept because the recursive deﬁnition of wj involves (xj;uj) not (¯ xj;uj),
therefore, we are estimating something that will generally not occur due to process noise
mj. We are trying to predict what wj would occur at (¯ xj;uj), given the knowledge that it
would be related to all previous w based on w. To understand this, one must distinguish
between three crucially dierent trajectories on iteration j:
 ¯ xj is our predicted lifted state vector before measurements. We are trying to esti-
mate wj, the disturbance we would expect to see if this state trajectory occurred.
Colloquially, ¯ xj is where we expect wj to occur, based on our model and measure-
ments before iteration j.
 xj is the true lifted state vector. Colloquially, xj is where wj occurs.
 ˆ xj is our estimate of the lifted state vector. After the measurement, we assume that
the relationship of wj to past w is accurately described by using ˆ xj in place of xj
when evaluating w. Colloquially, ˆ xj is where we estimate wj occurred, based on
our model and measurements through iteration j.
Estimating wj is meaningfully dierent from estimating wj because almost always
wj , wj (5.25)
1275.3.1.1 Best Linear Unbiased Estimation
We make repeated use of orthogonal-projection based conditioning of jointly distributed
Gaussian random variables in vector form [10]. This is a Bayesian approach [10]. For
example, for some Gaussian random variables a and b, the mean of a conditioned on b
(the posterior mean) is
E(ajb) =
E(a) + E[(a   E(a))(b   E(b))
T](E[(b   E(b))(b   E(b))
T])
 1(b   E(b)) (5.26)
The above expression and a companion for a posterior estimate of the covariance can be
written compactly as the fundamental equations of linear estimation ([10] Eqns. 1.4.14-
17, 1.4.14-18)
ˆ a = ¯ a + ¯ Pab ¯ P
 1
bb(b   ¯ b) (5.27)
ˆ Paa = ¯ Paa   ¯ Pab ¯ P
 1
bb ¯ P
T
ab (5.28)
For a Gaussian distribution, ˆ a = E(ajb). For any distribution, if covariance matrices
¯ Paa; ¯ Pab and ¯ Pbb are known, ˆ a is the Best Linear Unbiased Estimate (BLUE) of E(ajb)
and ˆ Paa is the expected outer product of the error of this estimate [10]. If the covariance
matrices in the BLUE are constructed with spatial covariance functions such as w, the
BLUE process is sometimes referred to as Kriging [13].
1285.3.1.2 Approximate covariance matrices
We will repeatedly use approximate covariance matrices deﬁned using the covariance
functions w or v. These matrices are approximations to unconditioned covariance
matrices for the disturbances. They use either prior or posterior estimates of the state,
and approximate the assumed correlation between disturbances at those locations in
state space. We deﬁne ¯ w;j;q using prior state estimates according to
¯ w;j;q(1;1) := w((xj(0);uj(0));(xq(0);uq(0)))
= E(wj(0)w
T
q(0))
¯ w;j;q(1;2) := w((xj(0);uj(0));(¯ xq(1);uq(1)))
¯ w;j;q(2;2) := w((¯ xj(1);uj(1));(¯ xq(1);uq(1)))
¯ w;j;q(K;K) := (5.29)
w((¯ xj(K   1);uj(K   1));(¯ xq(K   1);uq(K   1)))
with the remaining entries following the same pattern. The resulting matrix is of size
Knw  Knw. The following variant expresses the assumed correlation between distur-
bancesatthepriorestimatedstateandtheposteriorestimatedstate. Itisonlyusedwithin
a single iteration j and deﬁned by
ˇ w;j(1;1) := w((xj(0);uj(0));(xj(0);uj(0)))
ˇ w;j(1;2) := w((xj(0);uj(0));(¯ xj(1);uj(1)))
ˇ w;j(2;2) := w((ˆ xj(1);uj(1));(¯ xj(1);uj(1)))
ˇ w;j(K;K) := (5.30)
w((ˆ xj(K   1);uj(K   1));(¯ xj(K   1);uj(K   1)))
129We will also use ˆ w;j deﬁned similarly to (5.29) except with posterior state estimates
instead of prior state estimates. It has only one subscript because it is only used within
a single iteration. A similar set of matrices are deﬁned for use with v, except that in all
v matrices the ﬁrst elements depend on the ﬁrst element of the lifted state vector rather
than the initial conditions:
¯ v;j;q(k; p) := v((¯ xj(k);uj(k));(¯ xq(p);uq(p))) (5.31)
5.3.2 Introduction to the algorithm
We have known statistics for m and n and known lifted matrices Fu and Fw. The
system equations are (5.20) and (5.21).
Step 0, Initialization: To simplify later deﬁnitions we deﬁne estimates and an input
from a notional zeroth iteration: ˆ w0 = 0; ¯ x0 = Fuu0;u0 = u1; ˆ v0 = 0; ˆ Pww := ˆ w;0, and
ˆ Pvv := ˆ v;0.
Iteration j: At each iteration, we have a three step process: First, we do a prediction
step, then use the measurement to update a state estimate, and then use the updated
state estimate and measurement to update our estimate of wj. Each step uses the BLUE
mechanism.
1305.3.3 The prediction step
Our prediction step attempts to predict the next disturbance based on the posterior
estimate from the previous iteration. We ﬁrst describe a simple version of our prediction
step. We then describe the version used to obtain the experimental results. The second
version introduces bias but improved robustness to modeling errors in experiment.
The prediction step is an approximation to
E(wjjy1:::yj   1;u1:::uj) (5.32)
We immediately impose a recursive structure where we compute the prior estimate at
iteration j   1 using the posterior estimate from iteration j:
E(wjjy1:::yj   1;u1:::uj)  E(wjjˆ wj 1; ¯ xj 1;uj) (5.33)
The  in (5.33) is due to the compression of all information from past measurements
into our recursively updated estimate of w. We also include ¯ xj 1 among the conditioning
variables to emphasize that we use this information to construct approximate covariance
matrices for w and v.
1315.3.3.1 Version 1
The straightforward way to compute the BLUE of wj given the previous posterior esti-
mate is to condition the new prior estimate of the disturbance on the previous posterior
estimate, treating the previous posterior estimate as a known constant. To do this we
estimate the covariance between the estimated disturbance along the previous prior esti-
mated state trajectory, and the expected disturbance along the new prior estimated state
trajectory.
E(wjjˆ wj 1;uj)  ¯ w;j;j 1 ¯ 
 1
w;j 1;j 1 ˆ wj 1 (5.34)
The matrix ¯ w;j;j 1 in (5.34) is a function of distances between the old and new prior
state estimates ¯ xj 1 and ¯ xj, and ¯ w;j 1;j 1 is a function of distances between elements of
the previous iteration’s prior state estimate ¯ xj 1. Examining (5.34 and 5.29) shows that
if the input uj and expected state ¯ xj are unchanged from iteration j   1, the new prior
estimate ¯ xj is the same as the previous posterior estimate ˆ xj 1, as expected.
A predicted covariance is also required. The covariance introduced due to the above
extrapolation across state space can reasonably be assumed to be uncorrelated to the
error in the previous state estimate, denoted ˆ P ¯ w ¯ w;j 1. Under this assumption their co-
variances can simply be added to obtain a prior covariance estimate
E[(wj   E(wjjˆ wj 1;uj))(w
T
j   E(wjjˆ wj 1;uj)
T)]
 ˆ P ¯ w ¯ w;j 1 + ¯ w;j;j   ¯ w;j;j 1 ¯ 
 1
w;j 1;j 1 ¯ w;j;j 1 (5.35)
In the above expression, the terms involving ¯  express increased uncertainty due to
extrapolation across state space using the above BLUE.
1325.3.3.2 Version 2
If we treat the previous posterior estimate ˆ wj 1 as a noisy measurement of the true
previousdisturbance, andassumethatthetruepreviousdisturbanceiscorrelatedwiththe
disturbance on the current iteration according to w, the BLUE prediction step becomes
E(wjjˆ wj 1;uj)  ¯ wj := w ˆ wj 1 (5.36)
w := ¯ w;j;j 1(I + ˆ Pww;j 1 + ¯ w;j 1;j 1)
 1 (5.37)
This is the BLUE or Kriged [13] estimate of wj given the previous estimate ˆ wj 1, the
assumption that the error of ˆ wj 1 has covariance ˆ Pww;j 1, the assumption that w is zero-
mean, and the approximate covariance matrices ¯ w;j;j 1, ¯ w;j 1;j 1. The form of this
prediction step is the same as extrapolation of a spatially correlated noisy measurement
to a dierent location in state-input space, with regularization I, as is standard in Gaus-
sian Process Regression or Kriging [13] [103]. The  in (5.36) is used because the
covariance matrices themselves are only approximations to the relationship deﬁned by
w due to the use of state estimates, as well as bias eects discussed in the next para-
graph. Fig. 5.3 describes a prediction step.
Examining (5.36) shows that if the prior state trajectory is unchanged from one it-
eration to the next, ¯ wj will not equal ˆ wj 1 because of I + ˆ Pww;j 1. This cannot be
optimal for this problem as stated, as both quantities are supposed to be estimates of
the disturbance at the same location in state space, and no measurement has been made.
Nevertheless this version was more robust to severe mis-modeling in our experiment
than Version 1, apparently due to a tendency to err toward smaller disturbance estimates.
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Figure 5.3: This ﬁgure shows a prediction step. Input dependence of the distur-
bance is omitted; we only show state dependence for a ﬁrst order
system for time steps K = 1;2. The expected disturbance and its
corresponding prior state estimate ¯ xj are denoted by circles. A solid
line leads down to the prior state estimate value. The expected distur-
bance is based on the previous pass’ posterior estimate, shown with a
downward-pointingtriangle; therelationshipisdueto(5.36). Depend-
ing on the choice of uj, many prior state estimate values could occur
due to changes in ¯ w;j;j 1, as shown with the dashed curve that inter-
sects the circles. As discussed in the text, when there is signiﬁcant un-
certainty in the previous posterior disturbance estimate, the new prior
disturbance estimate can be dierent from the posterior even if the
location in state space is identical. The dotted lines near this curve
represent one standard deviation from the possible prior estimates, as
deﬁned by (5.39).
The apparent implicit relationship of (5.36, 5.24, and 5.29) disappears when one
considers one row at a time of (5.36); the equations can be solved directly.
As part of the prediction step, we estimate the prior covariance of ¯ wj:
E[(wj   ¯ wj)()
T]  E[(wj   ¯ wj)()
T] (5.38)
134 ¯ P ¯ w ¯ w;j := Q0 + ¯ w;j   w ¯ 
T
w;j;j 1 (5.39)
This approximate covariance prediction has a dierent form than the usual Kalman co-
variance prediction. It is the BLUE or Kriged covariance estimate for a spatially cor-
related variable, i.e., wj, treating the old estimate ˆ wj 1 as a measurement corrupted by
noise with covariance ˆ Pww;j 1 [103], plus a baseline covariance Q0. Positive semideﬁ-
niteness of ¯ w;j w ¯ T
w;j;j 1 is guaranteed as in standard GPR [13]. The baseline process
noise covariance Q0 is a tuning parameter in the context of this problem and can be used
to enforce positive deﬁniteness or as a forgetting factor for robustness, as in the Ex-
tended KF (EKF) [10]. The ﬁrst approximation symbol in the above equations is due to
assuming that the state trajectory will be the expected state trajectory, and the second is
due to imperfect knowledge of covariances as in (5.33).
Remark: Imitating the normal KF state covariance update would give
Q0 + w ˆ Pww;j 1
T
w (5.40)
This would abuse the analogy to state covariance propagation - the fact that the ¯ wj is
obtained by matrix multiplication resembling a state transition matrix does not imply
that the conditional covariance should be approximated analogously.
The measurement disturbance estimate ¯ vj and its approximate covariance ¯ Pvv;j are
computed using the same process as for w.
1355.3.4 The state estimate measurement update
The second step uses the measurement to form a state estimate using BLUE.
ˆ xj := ¯ xj + ¯ Pxy;j ¯ P
 1
yy;j(yj   ¯ yj) (5.41)
We want to estimate where in state-input space we obtained information about wj be-
cause it is generally not exactly at the prior (¯ xj;uj), and we will take this into account.
Evaluating the above expression requires deﬁning ¯ yj; ¯ Pyy;j; and ¯ Pxy;j. We calculate the
prior estimated measurement mean and covariance
¯ yj := Fuuj + Fw ¯ wj + ¯ vj  E[yj] (5.42)
E[(yj   ¯ yj)(yj   ¯ yj)
T]  ¯ Pyy;j := Fw ¯ Pww;jF
T
w + Pmm + ¯ Pvv;j + Pnn (5.43)
The approximation in (5.43) is due to approximations discussed earlier when deﬁning
¯ Pww;j and ¯ Pvv;j. We similarly approximate the measurement-state cross-covariance
E[(xj   ¯ xj)(yj   ¯ yj)
T]  ¯ Pxy;j := Fw ¯ Pww;jF
T
w + Pmm (5.44)
The approximate covariance matrices and the posterior state estimate will almost al-
ways be inconsistent, in the sense that re-calculating the approximate covariance matrix
¯ Pww;j using ˆ x instead of ¯ x will yield a dierent result. Intuitively, this calls for iteration
to obtain consistency, but we obtained good experimental results without iteration. Also,
we wanted to retain low ﬁxed computational cost.
1365.3.5 The disturbance estimate measurement update
The third and ﬁnal step is a measurement update of our disturbance estimate. Using
the measurement twice is non-standard from a KF perspective. It is justiﬁable because
our covariance matrices are always estimates rather than assumptions, and it is conser-
vative because the eect of the state estimate measurement update is only to add a term
that amounts to increased sensor noise covariance, as derived below.
We execute a BLUE to update the estimated mean and covariance of w:
ˆ wj := ¯ wj + ¯ Pwy;j(FwMwF
T
w + Mv + ¯ Pyy;j)
 1(yj   ¯ yj) (5.45)
ˆ Pww;j := ¯ Pww;j   ¯ Pwy;j(FwMwF
T
w + Mv + ¯ Pyy;j)
 1 ¯ P
T
wy;j (5.46)
In the following paragraphs we derive ¯ Pwy;j and show how the terms FwMwFT
w + Mv
arise when examining E[(yj   ¯ yj)(yj   ¯ yj)T].
We want ¯ Pwy;j to approximate the expectation
E[(wj   ¯ wj)(yj   ¯ yj)
T] = E[(wj   ¯ wj)(wj   ¯ wj)
T]F
T
w (5.47)
We deﬁne ˜ wj := wj   wj. We then make the following approximations
E[(wj   ¯ wj)(˜ wj + wj   ¯ wj)
T] (5.48)
= ¯ P ¯ w; ¯ w;j + E[(w   ¯ wj)˜ w
T
j ] (5.49)
 ¯ Pw;w;j (5.50)
¯ Pwy;j := ¯ Pw;w;jF
T
w (5.51)
137The approximation implies a belief that we have no useful knowledge about a relation-
ship between a) the estimation error along the prior estimate of the state w   ¯ wj, and
b) ˜ wj, the dierence between wj where we measured, and wj where we are trying to
approximate it.
We now re-examine the measurement covariance without immediately making the
approximation in (5.43):
E[(yj   ¯ yj)(yj   ¯ yj)
T] (5.52)
= FwE[(wj   ¯ wj)(wj   ¯ wj)
T]F
T
w + E[(vj   ¯ vj)(vj   ¯ vj)
T] +GPmmG
T + Pnn (5.53)
Examining the expectation involving w,
E[(wj   ¯ wj)(wj   ¯ wj)
T] (5.54)
= E[˜ wj ˜ w
T
j ] + E[(w
T
j   ¯ wj)()
T] + E[˜ wj(w   ¯ wj)
T] + E[(w   ¯ wj)˜ w
T
j ] (5.55)
 E[˜ wj ˜ w
T
j ] + ¯ Pw;w;j (5.56)
 Mw + ¯ Pw;w;j (5.57)
Mw := ˆ w;j + ¯ w;j   ˇ w;j   ˇ 
T
w;j (5.58)
The same process can be done for v to obtain Mv. Based on the above developments,
when updating the estimates of the disturbances, the terms FwMwFT
w and Mv are added
to the measurement covariance matrix. The approximation in (5.56) is the same as that
in (5.50). The next approximation is due to imperfect state knowledge as in (5.33).
State estimates are required when evaluating the  matrices obtained after expanding
the expectation in (5.56).
The algorithm then repeats for step j + 1. The key points of the measurement up-
138date are shown in Fig. 5.4. To summarize, at each iteration, the algorithm consists of
executing equations (5.36, 5.39, 5.41, 5.45, 5.46), and counterparts for vj.
Remarks: Before the measurement, ¯ Pww;j is the covariance appropriate to what we
believe to be the most likely state trajectory. It is only an estimate of the covariance
and is incorrect because it does not account for spatial distance between the true state
and prior estimated state. The danger during the estimation of w is that an underesti-
mated measurement covariance ¯ Pyy causes an incorrectly large amount of weight to be
put on measurements made on iterations where the state trajectory was distant from that
of interest. This error is compounded during the measurement update of the covariance;
covariance is reduced (certainty increased) by an erroneously large amount. This is non-
robust and non-conservative behavior under our modeling assumptions. Existing ILC
algorithms that adopt Kalman-based approaches do not adjust sensor noise covariances
based on measurements. It can be shown in simulation that this makes it dicult to
obtain ﬁlter consistency as deﬁned in [10] without hand-tuning of noise covariances that
amounts to an unsystematic form of our approach. To summarize, our deviation from
the standard Kalman measurement update amounts to a data-driven increase in sensor
noise covariance through Mw, and is justiﬁed by the above development. The eect is
to systematically de-emphasize measurements and supposed increases in certainty (re-
ductions in covariance) when our measurements suggest that we are not gathering data
relevant to the values of w along the prior estimated state/input trajectory. The advan-
tage of disregarding measurements obtained at irrelevant states can be seen in [110]; we
handle it systematically.
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Figure 5.4: This ﬁgure shows a measurement update. Input dependence of the
disturbance is omitted; we only show state dependence for a ﬁrst or-
der system for time step K = 2. The predicted disturbance is denoted
by a circle, with a solid line leading down to the prior state estimate
¯ xj. When uj is applied, the true disturbance wj(2) and true state xj(2)
occur, denoted with a cross and a dashed line down to the true state.
We then form a state estimate, given by the dash-dot line leading down
from the upward pointing triangle. The upward pointing triangle cor-
responds to an estimate of wj at the state estimate that is unnecessary
to our method, but included to emphasize that it is dierent from our
posterior estimate, shown as a square. Our posterior estimate is lo-
cated at the prior state estimate because it is an estimate of the distur-
bance expected there.
The similarities of this process to the KF and EKF are made clear by examining
(5.36, 5.39, 5.45, and5.46). PartsofourmethodresembletheKrigedKalmanFilter[67].
Post-hoc, one could deﬁne a Gauss-Markov process with state transition matrices equal
to our prediction step matrix multiplication, and some equivalent choices of process
and measurement noise covariances. Our algorithm would be a KF for this process,
where the lifted disturbance vector is analogous to the state vector in a normal KF. The
ﬁrst interesting point is in (5.36): the matrix used to update the estimate of the mean
is constructed using state-dependent covariance functions and is therefore a function
140of the estimated process, as in a nonlinear state estimation problem. Second, through
(5.39), the estimated covariance is increased if the expected location in state space that
we are trying to represent with wj changed. This step is meaningfully dierent than
in a KF in that the usual pre- and post-multiplication of the prior covariance estimate
by the transition matrix is replaced by an update of the estimate covariance appropriate
to spatial correlation. Third, in (5.45), we add a well-deﬁned amount of sensor noise
to systematically account for the eect of wj being elicited at some (xj;uj)  (ˆ xj;uj)
rather than the location of interest (¯ xj;uj). This is another case of using measurement-
dependent quantities to construct priors in a regression, as in an EKF. The way we
use measurements to update the measurement covariance is conservative in that it only
increases posterior covariances, impeding divergence. Similar correction terms appear
in [10], see Sec. 10.3.4.
Observability of the joint process (w;v) requires certain conditions. Observabil-
ity of the state is required by our method unless dependence on unobservable states
is zero. For compactness the method was presented for w, but (w;v) are in practice
estimated jointly. We are eectively observing an LTV system with state transition ma-
trices Aj := [w;j; 0;0; v;j] and measurement matrices Cj := [Gy;jFw;j; Hyv;j]; the
non-standard nature of our covariance updates is irrelevant to observability. A neces-
sary and sucient condition for observability of a dynamical system is the well known
rank test of the matrix [C1;C2A1;C3A1A2;:::]. An important observability aspect of this
approach is that if Fw;j;Gj;Hj; ¯ xj and uj are identical for all j, then the joint process is
unobservable. This implies poor observability of a converged process and is one moti-
vation for the inclusion of increased estimate covariance through Q0: it will generally
cause our control approach to forever alter u in reaction to the eects of m and n. Ob-
141servability is a major practical issue when implementing our method. Convergence is
thwarted when the measurement itself is strongly corrupted by v, that is, when the eects
of v on the measurement are much larger than those of w or u. The recursive approach
aggravates this problem.
The method may be extended to use multiple past iterations during prediction. We
did not obtain interesting results with this approach, but there may be problems for
which it is appropriate. Choosing to use multiple prior measurements to compen-
sate for known sub-optimality in the EKF has been explored in the estimation litera-
ture [102], [99].
5.4 Control
We restate the control problem addressed in this paper: Given a desired reference j,
choose uj such that ¯ zj = j. This entails solving
Gz;jFu;juj +Gz;jFw;j ¯ wj = j (5.59)
We refer to choosing uj as the control problem. The dependence of ¯ wj on uj makes
(5.59) implicit. Because of structure in our matrices, this implicit nature can be com-
pletely overcome when the disturbance is not input dependent, and when there is input
dependence, the number of implicit equations solved simultaneously can be reduced to
nu. Our approach is to execute control design within the prediction step, exploiting the
fact that we can build useful components of w incrementally, nx rows at a time. We use
142this to obtain ¯ wj incrementally, nw elements at a time, and use this to inform our choice
of uj, nu elements at a time.
We restrict our attention to a certain set of systems to ensure that (5.59) has a solu-
tion.
R(Gz;jFw;j)  R(Gz;jFu;j) 8j (5.60)
j 2 R(Gz;jFu;j) (5.61)
where R denotes range space.
5.4.1 State dependence without input dependence
When we say that there is no input dependence of the disturbance, we mean that
¯ wj(k) does not depend on uj(k;k + 1;:::;K   1), though of course the disturbance will
still indirectly depend on past inputs due to their eect on the state.
When R(Bw;j(k))  R(Bu;j(k)) for all j;k, we know that any expected eects of ¯ wj(k)
on the expected state ¯ xj(k) can be canceled using uj(k). The most straightforward ap-
proach in this case is to choose a nominal input ¯ uj yielding ¯ zj = j using inversion or
pseudoinversion of Gz;jFu;j, compute a nominal state trajectory ¯ xj = Fu;j¯ uj, use this to
compute ¯ wj in the prediction step, and choose uj by solving the following directly for
143all k:
Bu;j(k)˜ uj(k) = Bw;j(k)¯ wj(k) (5.62)
uj(k) = ¯ uj(k) + ˜ uj(k) (5.63)
This case includes the common situation that the disturbance acts similarly to a corrup-
tion of the control input. It is easy to extend this approach to cases where w is preﬁltered,
that is, when it acts on x through some dynamics that can be represented by augment-
ing Aj(k), provided that the entries of Cz;j(k) corresponding to the state created during
augmentation are zero.
A broader range of cases meeting (5.60) can be accommodated but a more com-
plicated process is required. In these cases any expected eects of ¯ wj on the expected
performance output zj can be canceled using uj. However, the eects of wj(k) may
need to be canceled using uj(q);q , k. Dierent approaches will suit dierent problem
structures and we defer this issue.
5.4.2 With input dependence
When the eect of the input on the disturbance does not change signiﬁcantly from
one step to the next, ﬁctitious one-step delays may be used to approximately model input
dependence as state dependence, avoid the following issues, and retain ﬁxed computa-
tional cost.
144When input dependence cannot be ignored, our model is that wj(k) depends on uj(k).
We are forced to solve implicit equations that involve ¯ w;j;j 1 from the prediction step.
We have no closed form solution for the implicit equations because of the complicated
dependence of this matrix on uj.
Among input-dependent cases, we restrict our attention to cases where R(Bw;j(k)) 
R(Bu;j(k)) for all j;k, so that any expected eects of ¯ wj(k) on the expected state ¯ xj(k)
can be canceled using uj(k). We will show that this allows us to solve the entire implicit
matrix equation by solving nu implicit equations, K times.
We use shorthand Zw := Gz;jFw;j and Zu := Gz;jFu;j + Hzu;j. Because of the assumed
causal system dynamics, Zw and Zu are block lower triangular. We denote the (p;q)th
block of Zu as Zu(p;q) and a row of blocks that includes this block and all those to its
left by Zu(p;1 : q). We denote the ﬁrst q blocks of uj by uj(1 : q), a vector of length
q  nu. For all q we have
Zu(q;1 : q)uj(1 : q) + Zw(q;1 : q)¯ wj(1 : q)   j(q) = 0
Zu(q;q)uj(q) + Zw(q;q)¯ wj(q)  
j(q) + Zu(q;1 : q   1)uj(1 : q   1) +
Zw(q;1 : q   1)¯ wj(1 : q   1)) = 0 (5.64)
where the last three terms on the left hand side of (5.64) depend only on uj(1;2;:::;q 1)
and j(q), and are therefore eectively constant.
Our predicted disturbance ¯ wj(q) depends on uj(q) in a complicated way involving
145evaluating w, therefore we must use root-ﬁnding algorithms. In cases where R(Bu) =
R(Bw) a solution exists, and ﬁnding it is relative simple because ¯ w(q) is bounded and
varies continuously with u(q). The choice of root-ﬁnding algorithm is left to the reader.
Root ﬁnding may be dicult in multi-input systems. A modiﬁed Newton method [17]
may be used. One can also adopt an iterative optimization-based approach [51] where
the norm of a discrepancy is minimized.
5.5 Experimental data
We applied the method to an electrostatic tilting mirror in a Santur tunable laser
module [93]. This uses fourteen semiconductor lasers spaced 9 microns apart, selec-
tively coupled into a ﬁber using a MEMS mirror. An internal photodiode quad cell is
used in the laser module to measure mirror tilt to guide coupling. We modiﬁed the elec-
tronics to allow direct control of the MEMS voltages and measurement of photodiode
currents. A dSPACE 1104 system was used to implement real-time measurement and
control at 8 kHz. We experimentally veriﬁed that over the range of interest, the mirror’s
steady state deﬂection in response to voltages on the electrodes is well approximated by
a signed quadratic relationship
 = 9:47  10
 5u; u := sign(g)  g
2 (5.65)
where  is radians of tilt and g is voltage on the electrodes. Negative g means that a
counter-acting electrode is charged instead. The input u is in units of squared volts.
Calibration in absolute angle units is accomplished by applying voltage to tilt the mirror
to center each source on the quad cell sensor, using known distances between several
146laser sources and a known 1 mm focal length, and basic geometry. The quad cell’s
response is nonlinear over the range of interest. The static nonlinearity in the quad cell
was then ﬁt to a polynomial, under the assumption that the above relations hold.
 = 0:0105   0:0254d   0:0133d
2   0:0203d
3   0:0442d
4   0:742d
5 (5.66)
Experimental data was analyzed with with n4sid [37], [78] to obtain a state space model
from u to dierential quad cell voltage d, as well as to mirror angle  after application
of (5.66). The model obtained using (5.66) was suciently precise that there was eec-
tively no task for our method. In order to create a realistic type of imperfect model, we
took the model obtained to d and built a linearized model of the transfer function to 
by multiplying the measurement matrix by the linear coecient of (5.66), yielding the
following model:
x(k + 1) =
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
0:90843 0:304
 0:32421 0:9367
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
x(k) +
2
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
2:16  10 6
2:05  10 5
3
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
(u(k) + w(k) + m(k))
y(k) = d(k) =

0:6086 0:08745

x(k) + v(k) + n(k)
This model corresponds to a lightly damped (Q = 6) second order system with a reso-
nance at 420 Hz. Direct inspection of spectral data shows Q = 8. We assumed that the
disturbances act similarly to the input.
The non-repeating process disturbance was small, and we set its prior covariance to
be white with E(m(k)m(k)T) = 103 volts4. Sensor noise was E(n(k)n(k)T) = 1:6  10 10
rad2, based on experiment. The repeating sensor disturbance v was modeled as having
S v = E(v(k)v(k)T) = 10 8 rad2. We assumed that w had S w = 106 volts4. We set
the terms Q0;w and Q0;v = 10 8, low enough that they had no discernable eect. The
regularizations  used during Kriging were set to S w=100 and S v=100 for w and v. If we
set S v = 0 the converged trajectory retained small oscillations.
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Figure 5.5: The top panel shows one open loop step response with a dashed line,
then the recursive model-based method with solid lines. Oscillations
of step response are due to ringing and the beam leaving the quasi-
linear range of the sensor. The step response is for reference, and not
part of our method. The second panel is a detail view near the set
point. Convergence is complete in four iterations.
We found that we obtained the best results by assuming input dependence in ad-
dition to state dependence. The resulting implicit equations are scalar valued and can
be solved quickly. We used diagonal spatial correlation matrices W and V with entries
(1=3;1=3;1010) corresponding to the states and direct input eect respectively. The size
of the last term is due to the size of the inputs.
The speciﬁed amounts of mirror tilt (12.5 or 20 milliradians) correspond to small-
and medium-sized laser tuning events, in order to remain on the quad cell. We speciﬁed
slew times of 1 to 1.7 milliseconds.
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Figure 5.6: This shows that large mis-modeling (such that the resonance Q is as-
sumed to be 1.5 rather than 8) causes erratic behavior, but still allows
convergence in six iterations.
Results are shown in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. In the basic case of Fig. 5.5, conver-
gence was successful within four iterations. It was minimally sensitive to varying prior
parameters S w;S v;W, and V by an order of magnitude, and convergent across at least
two orders of magnitude.
Poor performance can be induced by severely mis-modeling the system or choos-
ing the priors such that w or v is severely overestimated. In these cases, a norm of the
performance measure zj   j may increase with iterations. In some simulations we saw
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Figure 5.7: This ﬁgure shows that our method of iterative learning allows for gen-
eralization to other reference trajectories. The upper panel shows
mirror angle. A smaller set-point change is learned (the lower gray
line), and its learned disturbance is then used to immediately yield
good tracking for a larger set-point change (black lines). Four post-
generalization iterations are shown to demonstrate that the method
remains capable of further learning. The upper dashed line on the
ﬁrst panel shows the ringing that results on the ﬁrst iteration if we try
to make the larger setpoint change without past learning. The lower
panel shows applied voltage. The voltage used when ignoring past
learning is shown dashed, and the voltage during the smaller setpoint
change is the lower solid gray line. The voltages during the post-
generalization trials are shown solid. Signiﬁcantly, inputs that occur
later than the time step corresponding to completion of the shorter
trajectory are aected by learning.
150no evidence that this behavior was only transient. We have no analytical convergence
proof, and experimental results indicate that if it exists, it cannot preclude transient be-
havior that would be unacceptable in practical cases. Some existing ILC approaches
with convergence proofs are known to yield similarly unacceptable transient behavior
even with perfect modeling [16]. Other existing ILC approaches have analytical proofs
of monotonic reduction of jjzj   jjj given perfect modeling [16]. Suppression of diver-
gence using straightforward guarded line search methods may be appropriate in dicult
cases.
InFig.5.6weshowthatthemethodcantoleratealargeamountofmis-modeling. We
scaled the model’s A matrix so that the method assumed that the Q of the resonator was
1:5 rather than the true value of 8. In Fig. 5.7 we show that we were also able to use the
learning of a disturbance model along a smaller tuning event after 5 passes to jump-start
the learning of a larger tuning event. We kept the recursive process undisturbed except
for the reference change. This demonstrates generalization similar to [100]. It also
demonstrates that the method does not over-ﬁt in a way that impedes further learning
along new trajectories.
5.6 Conclusions
We have deﬁned and demonstrated a ﬁxed-computational-cost recursive orthogonal-
projection (Least Squares/BLUE) algorithm for identifying and rejecting state- and
input-dependent disturbances in repetitive reference tracking tasks. It is applicable to
151the problem domains of ILC and RC, and adds an ability to generalize information to
other trajectories.
152Appendix A
Publication and presentation status of each chapter, June
9, 2009
Chapter 1 is previously published as [114]: Sherback M., Purwin O., D’Andrea
R.: “Real-Time Motion Planning and Control in the 2005 Cornell RoboCup System”,
Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences, Volume 335, Pages 245-263, 2006.
Some of the material was presented at Robotics Science and Systems 2005.
Chapter 2 is published as [113]:Sherback M., D’Andrea R.: “Visuomotor optimality
and its utility in parametrization of response”. IEEE Trans. Biomed. Eng., vol. 55, pp.
1783-1791, 2008. It is essentially the same as material presented at the 2007 American
Control Conference.
Chapter 3 was submitted to Public Library of Science (PLoS) Computational Biol-
ogy in May 2009. The editor requested revisions to address reviewer concerns. Their
concerns can be addressed through clariﬁcation of past work. Separately, an abstract
describing this work was one of 4 among 44 to be awarded a talk at Computational
Principles of Sensorimotor Learning 2009.
Chapter 4 was submitted to IEEE Transactions on Robotics and Automation’s 2009
special issue on Rehabilitation Robotics. The reviewers raised addressable issues, but
153inclusion within the special issue was rejected. The editor recommended that we gather
experimental data and add citations as requested by the reviewers, and re-submit to a
regular issue. This was done in May 2009.
Chapter 5 has never been externally reviewed. It will be submitted to the 2010
International Conference on Robotics and Automation.
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